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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Figure 1.1. The left ventricular myocardium consists of muscle fibres which, 

upon electrical stimulation, contract, resulting in myocardial wall shortening 

parallel to the wall; and thickening perpendicular to the wall. This pumping 

action maintains a continuous cycle of contraction and relaxation. The time 

of contraction is called systole and relaxation is termed diastole. 

In cardiac imaging, the imaged views of the heart predominantly relate to 

the heart 's own axis, which is the axis that runs from the apex of the heart 

to the base, the long axis. The first common view is a short axis view, which 

is a slice perpendicular to the long axis cutting through both the left and 

right ventricles, with the left ventr icle forming a closed circle. In a long axis 
view the left ventricle is imaged along the long axis with the ventricular 

myocardium forming a 'u' shape. These views are shown in Figure 1.2. 

Superiour vena cav;a-__....I!~ 

Right Lung 

Right AU""m-----'jH:ifl 

Right ventriC<ll--ft~ 

~"'I!k::::- Ascending aorta 

:a.;r...r- Pulmonary trunk 

Le~ ventriC<l1 

Apex 

Figure 1.1: Anterior view of the heart in situe: note the pericardium has 
been removed to show heart surface features: Adapted from Netter (1998). 

1.3 Strain Theory 

When the myocardium contracts, it shortens along the muscle fibre direc

tions and expands perpendicular to the same. Therefore a useful measure of 

myocardial function is the amount of shortening and expanding in these men

tioned directions. Three-dimensional (3D) strain is ideal to fully quantify 
this action of the heart as it provides a measure independent of myocardial 
displacement and rotation by providing a means of calculating the principal 

directions of contraction and expansion. 
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5 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Figure 1.2: MRl images, demonstrating typical cardiac imaging views A) 
Long axis view of heart, B) Short axis view of the heart. 

1.3.1 Calculation of strain 

Strain is a measure of contraction or expansion at a point in time of a mate

rial relative to that material's state at another point in time. A Lagrangian 
approach is conventional in myocardial kinematics, which measures the de

formation of the heart muscle relative to its state at end diastole. If one was 

to measure the deformation of a material relative to its current deformed 

state it would be called Eulerian strain. 

The deformation gradient, F, of a unit of material expresses the shape of 
this material post deformation and is derived simply from the deformation of 

three non-coplanar vectors. If VI , V 2 and V 3 are three non-coplanar column 
vectors before deformation, and V~ , V~ and V 3, are these same vectors 
post deformation, then the Lagrangian deformation gradient F is given by 
Equation 1.1 where / represents matrix multiplication by the inverse of the 
matrix following it. 

(1.1 ) 

The above expression yields a 3 by 3 matrix that will map any vector in the 

material experiencing the same deformation to its orientation and magnitude 
post deformation. The Eulerian deformation gradient is the inverse of the 

Lagrangian deformation gradient tensor given above. 

Lagrangian and Eulerian strain are usually calculated (in cardiar: MR) from 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6 

the deformation tensor the two ua,'''"V,Ll», respec

(1.2) 

in which is the matrix inverse of F form of F), is the ma
trix transpose of and J is the 3 by 3 matrix. The strain tensor E 

is a 3 3 matrix. The tensor is known as Green's defor
mation tensor and its diagonal elements rAT;rA'QAr\r 

in its deformed state, of a unit vector that is ..... o.~•• ,' 
dinate axis in the reference state. The UVU-~ll<")"'VIICH (V"m""", 

deformation tensor are the dot product of unit vectors from different axes 
when they are and thus provide a measure of the non-axial or 
shear strains. 

As this method produces a it is sometimes conve
nient to express the normal strains in terms of percent change, which 
is in the following (1.4) 

-1 (1.4) 

where Ei is the ith normal strain. 

Strain may also be defined as a in along a 
"r\£,rorl-,,,rl axis and is by 

1 
+2 

where i,j = 1,2 or 3; Ul, U2, and U3 are axes 
Xl, and X3 , The above formula normal strains when 
i = j. This formula for strain is known as a small deformation <>nr,,'(YV1 

and can also be v,,'Titten as follows 1.6): 

F-J (1.6) 
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7 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

In cardiac MRI the strain tensor is usually aligned to a local coordinate 

system (Augenstein and Young 2001, and Moore et al 2000). The axes of 

this coordinate system are defined as the radial direction (from epicardium 
to endocardium), the circumferential direction around the LV circumference 

in a short axis image of the heart, and the longitudinal direction (aligned, 

following the myocardium from the apex towards the base). E is mapped to 

this coordinate system using a rotation matrix R in the following manner: 

(1. 7) 

Finally, as E is symmetric it can be decomposed into its principal mag
nitudes and directions, called principal strains. The principal strain di

rections are defined as the three mutually orthogonal axes where no shear 

strain would occur. Principal strain magnitudes are calculated using the 

eigenvalues of E and the principal strain directions are calculated from the 

eigenvectors of E. 

1.3.2 Strain verses strain rate 

As some imaging modalities mea.sure velocities as opposed to displacement, 
it is important to distinguish between strain and strain rate. Strain rate 

is the time derivative of strain and can be calculated from velocity. Strain 
rate gives an instantaneous measure of deformation and, if measured at 

high temporal resolution, will highlight short-lived deformation phenomena. 
Strain can be calculated from strain rate using a time integral, but caution 
must be exercised to ensure that the integration occurs over the same tissue. 
A more common approach to calculating strain from velocity data is to 
compute displacement trajectories by integrating the velocity fields as done 
by Zhu et al (1997). Strain can then be calculated in the usual manner 
using displacement measurement techniques. 

1.3.3 Considerations when measuring intramyocardial strain 

In all non-invasive kinematic imaging modalities a series of images are nor
mally acquired, providing kinematic data about different axes of deforma
tion. As the heart is moving continuously both due to the cardiac cycle and 
breathing, it is important to consider that the series of images taken at dif
ferent times may not be of the exact same tissue. This may not have serious 
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8 1. INTRODUCTION 

a'''';;U"'CHC or velocity measures, but in strain measures 
of one or two mm's can have a drastic effect. 

When this problem is further as true 3D 
strain requires the of four points to be fully 
mulated (i.e. one cannot use points from the same imaging There 

are two ways to this problem: the first is to the im
ages, thus ensuring that the same portions of myocardium line up. This 

becomes a very "'VlHIJ'll""aL~;U procedure when 3D strain as the entire 
volume has to be imaged in order to the 

data. However this is a trivial task when 2D 
is rOri111'rorl 

The alternate method to overcome this is to acquire the different 

UU"'F,'~" in parallel, as done by Reese et al (2002) who acquired two adjacent 
planes for contrast velocity encoded data and 

This method en-

as data for two ~.I~_'~U is 

acquired at the same nTH",ri-nff no cardiac movement between the 

image 

1.4 Literature Review 

1.4.1 	 3D dis
eased myocardium 

Knowledge of the expected variations in myocardial strain is of key impor
tance in the of cardiac disease. Croisille et at (1999) reported 
the use of strain measures to of viable and non-viable tis
sue in ischemia. In left ventricular strains are reduced by up to 

and characteristic strain are associated with 
(Richeck 2001). 

Bogaert and Rademakers (2001) 
uniformity for intramyocardial strains as measured 
curate strain measurements therefore high 
olutions. Transmural strain variations have been with strains gen

""..,j,coo.;;)u.'''' from the towards the endocardium. The strain 
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9 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

also increases from the apex towards the base and Rade
makers 2001) Moore et at 2000). 

Moore et al (2000) calculated 3D strain based on cardiac MRl im
ages. When ".I).,o-H"HHcH5 the strain 
..t:>r,n,.'rt:>f1 significant variation the different ""'F;'!!''''ll,'' 

mean circumferential strain of -0.24 was in the apical anterolateral 

as compared to the inferoseptal region where a mean value of -0.16 

was found. found radial strain to be and 

laterally but the longitudinal 
in the circumferential direction. 

Moore et al (2000) ,.onArT,,,., strain is approx

the most negative strain lies in the circumferential 
a left-handed spiral from the apex to the base 

when viewed and that the second principal strain also lies in 
plane. 

strain are also im

<:;;:;""50'"H,'5 the electrical conductivity of the heart, 
but also in states such as ischemia where 
circumferential shortening has been (HatJe and Sutherland 

et al (2004) the healthy my-
most importantly) in the 

lateral walL 

1.4.2 Intramyocardial strain measurement techniques 

Ultrasound and two 
ing modalities that can measure mechanics of the heart 

"vvHH"'1""" have been widely used in the mea
strain. 

Ultrasound, which is accessible and portable, measures tissue 
velocities the Effect. This was first used to 

wall motion in 1961 et al). Ultrasound either 
two- or three-dimensional (2D or images but is only able to measure 
velocities and strain rate in a single dimension down the ultrasound beam. 
Ultrasound can image at a rate of up to 300 frames per second, which far 
exceeds the resolution achievable with MRI. 3D 
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ments cannot be measured with 

and 

3D velocities with Doppler is also complicated, as three sets of im
ages the ultrasound beam oriented in three 

need to be and 

from a large amount of noise that introduces Sl.((:mjtlC~illt error 
into velocity measures. 

Several studies have reported the use of ultrasound to measure strains in 3D 

(for Stoylen et al 2003, et al 2002). The most impor

tMt limitation associated with this technlq is that true 3D strains are not 

measured, but only single-dimensional strains in axis and short axis 

rise to strain distortion if the to the tissue 

of the strain. a 

resolution, limited spatial resolution is achieved such that transmural vari

ations in strain can not be detected. Edvasdsen et at and Stylen et al both 

the ability to identify infarcts. 

Cardiac MRl has evolved since its in the early 1980's to M Uil'''51115 

that offers Various MRl techniques have 

been applied to measure strain (typically in 2D or ID mea

sures), these are MRl u""1',F,W'F, harmonic MRI 
encoded MRl strain encoded MRl (SENC), and phase contrast 

(PC) uU"',F,.UF, 

MRl tagging has become the standard in non-invasive strain measure
ments. The uses of as markers to mea
sure and track the motion of the myocardium. This technique 
does not suffer from as do other MRI 

measures 2D strain and in order to image full 3D strain 
both short axis and axis images must be and 

over the entire volume of the heart. limits the achievable 
resolution, since tag spacings than twice the pixel size are required 
in order that may be clearly identified at the 

Automatic detection of the lines is highly ,",v.u!-',,","" 

""1',AU,,,,",'''''A,, and time cOllsulming user which is further complicated 

used cardiac MRl 1111"';<";;:' 3D strain 
DTC3se:nte:d M estimate of the accuracy of the as a function of 

The most principal strain was found to have 

http:uU"',F,.UF
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11 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

the highest accuracy (2.7% RMS variability about a cubic fit, given as a 

percentage of the peak cubic fit), while the radial strain and radial shear 

components had the greatest inaccuracy (up to 23% Rl'vIS variability about 
a cubic fit). 

Myocardial tagging spatially mod ulates the image thus forming harmonic 

peaks at different frequencies when viewed in k-space (frequency space) . 

Harmonic phase MRl (HARP) (Osman et al 2000) is essentially an image 

processing technique in which one harmonic peak is filtered out using a band 

pass filter resulting in a phase image that is modulated in the same pattern 

as the tag lines , Figure 1.3 demonstrates the post processing procedures. 

1. Normal tagged image 2. Transformed to frequency 3. Transformed back into the 
domain and filtered spatial domain where the 

image phase is examined 

Figure 1.3: Demonstration of the HARP imaging process, images created 
by Bruce Spottiswoode. 

Automated pseudo tag lines can now be superimposed on the image at 
either the original tag separation or a higher frequency. Pseudo tags are 
superimposed using the knowledge that within one tag cycle the resultant 
phase will change from -7r to 7r. The spatial gradient of phase provides 
a simple and straightforward calculation of one-dimensional (lD) strain. 
Sampath et al (2003) used HARP to calculate 2D cardiac strain and reported 
good circumferential strain results. Pan et al (2005) co-registered short 
axis and long axis HARP images to calculate full 3D strain and reported 
similar circumferential strain trends. As this technique is relatively new , 
extensive validation has not been performed. Sampath et al reported that 
phase inhomogeneities introduced error into the measurement and that the 
accuracy of the technique diminished over time due to tag fading. Although 
this technique boasts rapid processing times, the application of a band pass 
filter results in a spatial resolution lower than the image pixel resolution 
(Kim et at 2004, Parthasarathy and Prince 2004). Displacement encoding 
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with stimulated (DENSE), reported by Reese et al in 1996, 
avoids the use of a band pass filter and 
provides flexibility in I"f"lTnr.llt 

LfL'HdLJ (Aletras et al et al 1996) encodes the u~"pW"'v~Uv"~V 
the tissue onto the phase the This results in the quantification of 

on 
Reese et al (2002), where two adjacent slices 

were in The authors don't an indication of the errors 
introduced into the strain calculation. Kim et al (2004) spatial 
resolution (2.7mm 2.7mm) with a temporal resolution 60ms in their 
2D strain calculations DENSE. Their results are consistent with those 
rAr\",rr",n by Moore et al (2000) with strain resolutions sufficient to 

transmural variations. Aletras et al (1999b) less than 
error in myocardial strain measurements DENSE. One 

DENSE is that only one encoding direction can be acquired in one heart 
beat thus acquisition times than low resolution 
PC Mill. 

measure three-dimensional displace-
strain data of two con-

Calculating strain in this manner is no trivial task. 
Strain encoded (SENC) Mill, Osman et al (2001), mea

strain without the need to acquire two consecutive 
~'''MU,E>uu the kinematic measurement sequences as it 

uses the to estimate the strain 
parallel to the Garot et al (2004) showed that 

the longitudinal strain measured using at a high resolution 
(1.5 by correlated well with that obtained with 3D C""55H15' 

rDr'Ay..."'n longitudinal strain in patients with 
consistent with those in the literature. 

One limitation of SE~C is that it only nrr"'1<1AC a ID strain measure (mea
sured from the tag of so that a full 

technique to a clilie 
to ensure that saturation does not occur. The 

primary of this is that the processing is fast and 
simple. 
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The MRI kinematic measurement that does not use tagging 
is phase contrast (PC) encoding et at 1986), PC encodes 
the tissue velocity onto tissue phase This tech-

measures three-dimensional 

encoded Zhu et at (1997) a method based on velocity 
maps to measure 2D strain, The authors propose that the 
method is of obtaining strain measures of accuracy, but they 
caution that the is limited to 2D as 3D strain 
would volume, 

""""N'''F, does not use it does not suffer from 
as do all of the other MRl sequences mentioned, As an entire cardiac 

H"''''",''U 	with all of the same quality, The also 
resolution with measures at a voxel resolution, 

imaging does not inherently measure displacement, a 
rate is most useful when are 

at a which is not the case in MRl, 

The current aims to combine and MRl to 
that is clinically feasible to measure true high resolution 3D 

strain with reasonable pn)cE~ssing times and ac
curacies, 

1.4.3 tensor 

\iVhen 	 strain it is of 
and simply visualise this complex 3D measure, The strain 

tensor consists of six measures which can be expressed as either 
three normal strains with three shear or as three and 
three (principal strains), It is desirable to view all of this in
formation in a manner that allows one to observe the interaction of all the 
strain components, Wunsche et at (2004) a few suitable techniques 
in their recent review article. 

'0uau"u'5 the strain tensor in the is to 
six colour maps, In this case it 

is crucial that the strain tensor is to the natural coordinate 
circumferential and longitudinal The 

this method is that aU the data is disjoint with the shear strain not providing 
much useful information, An alternate approach is to visualise each of the 
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14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

three strains on a colour map and on each 

the vectors defining the directions of the strains. 

A method 	that attempts to visualise all the components of the tensor in 
involves encoding the strain components onto an called a 

\cV.UUUVU1Y used glyph is a ellipsoid, where the axes of the 
are defined by the and the length of the axis is related 

to the For instance, if all three eigenvalues were 
would be This concept was further 
(2005) who an indication of the between the "'HTrm.,., 

the roundness of the glyph that axis. Again this method 
when all are the same, but when the is 

than the second and third that are still 
becomes When the first and second are equal but than the 
third, the therefore becomes very circular 
in the that encompasses two 
ues. The of this second 
differences between the eigenvalues more than the simple ellipsoid while still 

the 
one principal strain can be encoded onto the colour of the 

the sign of the other two unresolved. The main 
is that suffer from visual cluttering, 

\Vhen the entire volume of the strain data can be 
displayed 
lines is one such technique that to a continuous NH"'OCOT,t<:> 

of the vector field of one principal strain. is followed by the stream
line the vector field and a curving cylinder with the 
colour the magnitude of the strain. 
encode the other two strains onto the roundness of the 
similar manner to the ellipsoid mentioned above. The last tec;nnl101 
is called a Line Convolution This approach textures a sur
face to the direction of one principal strain vector with the 

colour or texture. 
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Theory 

2.1 Magnetic resonance "............/"..." 


2.1.1 MRI '-' ..=,~A.'-.a.A. description 

",,,,,"'T,,, Resonance (NMR), of which the first were detected 
late in forms the basis for nuclear resonance imaging. The 

name NMR HHaM"!!M has been shortened in the medical field to 
netic Resonance due to the unfavourable connotations with 
nuclear radiation. 

NlvIR relies on the fact that atoms with an odd number of ",,.,..,Tr,,,,, and/or 

neutrons in the nucleus exhibit a non-zero nuclear spin momentum, 
I. These nuclear act as magnetic dipole /.t, that are originally 
oriented When these atoms are in an external magnetic 
field, B o, (typically 1.5T or 3T in medical applications), they will interact 
with it to the nuclear Zeeman interaction 

H = -/.t. Bo (2.1) 

The effect of this interaction is to cause the magnetic moments to 
WL, termed the Larmor pneCE~SSllon 

WL = rBo (2.2) 

15 
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in which 'Y is the gyromagnetic ratio. ) is applied in the 

the direction. The net effect of all these 
moments is a net magnetization, M, parallel 

In the human body the most prevalent atom is hydrogen (H), of which the 
nucleus is also termed a proton. Both due to its abundance of 

and natural abundance of 99.985%, this is the nucleus most 
imaged with MRl. In a field of 1 the resonance frequency of 

is 63.86MHz. 

i-'WCOU\.,AWCll\.'U occurs when the nuclei in a static 
eX1Pm,eo for a time t to a LIH.lt-\.'Ck"C;U<"CH oscillating radiofre

(2.3) 

that is perpendicular to Bo at a w 

This oscillating field Brf can be U\.AMW'i-' into two 
counter rotating fields each with magnitude , where one rotates 

clockwise about Bo with wand the other counter clockwise with 

If « Bo, as is the case, the of a ro
UICll",.ltL.l<'- moment is unless its rro.",,,,,.., 

of rotation is of the order the Larmor frequency, WL. The N)lmrlnr,pn 

that rotates in a direction opposite to that of the dipole mo
ments will therefore have no effect so that can be thought of as 
comprised simply of a magnetic field Bl that is perpendicular to Bo and 

equal to that 
moments. 

ilansforming to coordinates ijk rotating with the same frequency as 
causes the dipole moments to precess in the rotating reference 
frame about an effective field 

Beff = (Bo - W + Bli (2.4) 
'Y 

in which the axis of rotation k points along the static external magnetic 
field, and the unit vector i in the rotating reference frame is chosen 
along . In the reference frame this results in a tipping of 
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axis towards the transverse 
motion. the rf pulse is switched 

axis at the 

The duration of the rf determines the flip The 90- and 180
degree pulses, respectively, are defined as the times for which must be 

the net alS'·l'::;ClbCLCRHl M from the 
(i, j) 
the continues to precess about the 

in order to rotate the through 90° or 1800 
, and are 

and 
(2.5) 

After the plli::atlon of a 900 is in the 

transverse plane, whereas a 1800 will result in an M anti-parallel to 

the external field. 

Since the continues to precess about at the Larmor pre
cession frequency, after of the rf an emf will be induced 
in a receiver coil to Faraday's law. This emf is the MID signal. 

The ""'I'>.<'L,","'''''''."''.''' loses its phase coherence over time due to the fact that 
field pv,-,pr,,'n 

dephasing results in an exponentially MID signal termed the Free 

is elements ~~·L"'HUO 
ment to precess at a slightly different Larmor pn~c€:ssion 

Induction 
its equilibrium value 

. In addition, the 
to the external 

returns over time to 
"en","·'" field. This process is 

T1- or CCH.""''''L relaxation. The time constant T2 refers to the 
has by and T1 is 

UCJ.HH::;U as the time when the longitudinal has relaxed to 63% 
of its maximum value. 

2.1.2 MRl ......'L~.... '-" Formation 

Since the 
variations in the 

pn~cessioll is a function of the 
field can be used to 

This is achieved 

field, small 

fields. Three 
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and phase en
coding sequence 
to achieve 

The slice encoding is applied to the uU'""5""5 

the rf This causes the resonance condition to be "o.\,,,,""<oU 

only a small band of so that nuclei in this band of tissue 
will be PV('lt.('rj i.e. The width of the imaging slice will depend on 
the of the gradient field as well as the bandwidth of the rf 

encoding is "4JIJHC;U directions signal 
acquisition the to vary as a function of po
sition in the are uV'v~,.up 

Phase encoding is applied perpendicular to frequency 
of the after application of the rf but be-

The of this results in a linear 
variation in for the duration of the so that 
frequency spins acquire more than lower frequency This pro
cess is for n different phase for an image with 
matrix size m x n, where typically n in 
the encoded data is 

a 2D Fourier transform to produce an Mill 

It should be noted that by using three linear x yor a 
resultant linear gradient can be formed in any so that Mill """""F.'OJ 

can be acquired in any desired plane. 

2.1.3 

refers to the raw Mill data when Fourier 
the MR image. It is simply an array of numbers of 

which each row contains the and values for the 
MRI for a single value of the phase encoding gradient. In normal 2D 

encoding is applied in the slice select direction 
is zero and the is two dimensional. 

the sequence for a different 
encoding is 

in the slice select direction also resulting in a 3D The 
order in which the array is filled is related to the pulse 

http:uV'v~,.up
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sequence, since k is defined in terms of the gradient field G according to the 
expression 

(2.6) 

in which i assumes the values 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

K-space is a spatial frequency representation of the MRl image as demon
strated in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1: Example of k-space data and its associated image for a 2D 
acquisition A) k-space, B) MRl image. 

2.1.4 Cardiac MRl 

Traditional MR imaging requires several minutes to compose an image with 
good contrast and signal-to-noise ratio . This results from having to acquire 
data for multiple values of the phase encoding gradient in order to fill all the 

lines in k-space. In cardiac MR this introduces difficulties as the heart is con
stantly in motion both due to its rhythmic contractions and from breathing. 
Fast imaging techniques and ECG (Electro-CardioGram) gating have been 

introduced to address these problems and have succeeded in greatly reducing 
motion artefacts. Fast imaging techniques may be described firstly by the 
readout (frequency encoding) mechanism that they employ and secondly by 
the manner in which they excite the imaged tissue. 

Increasing the speed of the readout mechanism involves acquiring large por
tions of k-space from a single tissue excitation (FID). Echo Planar Imaging 

(EPI) is one such sequence that increases the readout speed by acquiring 
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tissue excitation. This is done 
crr,,,11,ont at the end of each 

which has the effect of filling multiple lines of k
·..... 1..,-·/.'",..., fashion. 2.2 is a typical EPI readout sequence 

the alternating gradients to read multiple lines of 
The number of lines that can be after a excitation of the 

vr1'r{)Drpn nuclei is limited by the decay over time as well as the 
at which readout can occur. The latter also on the maximum 

ents achievable and maximum readout bandwidth. To resolve this 
multiple lines k-space are acquired over multiple excitations, this method 

is called '''''F;L"",'''''',,"U EPI and is demonstrated in 2.3 where three seg
ments are 

; E);cila.tion Pulse 

rf 

RO ----d 

ss 

2.2: EPI sequence is the in the readout di
rection, SS is the in the slice select direction, PE is the in 
the encode direction and ADC is the to converter for 
the FID readout. 

As an alternative to 
traverses k-space in a spiral by 
for both and 
Both EPI and 
to the 
effects. 

readout times that 

technique can be used which 

and off-resonance 

The manner in which the tissue is excited may also be modified to reduce 
the time. One mechanism of multiple echoes from one 
excitation is to use 1800 rf pulses, which can be several 
times without for Tl relaxation. Alternatively, multiple excitations 
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-"-"-"-'- .-..- .. - .. - .. _ .._ .. -,,_.._n-"r I 

--------------------------~ 

Segment 1 
Segment 2 

Segment 3 

Figure 2.3: k-space trajectory for EPI readout demonstrating the trajectory 
for three segments from different rf excitations. 

can be performed in a short space of time using small flip angles. Since many 
such excitations in a short period of time do not allow for full T1 recovery, 
a number of preparation pulses are applied prior to imaging to allow the 
signal magnitude to achieve a steady state. (Haacke et al 1999). 

As mentioned previously, fast imaging is used to avoid artefacts introduced 
by the motion of the heart . Fast imaging alone is, however, not able to 
overcome these problems. Motion artefacts due to the cardiac cycle are 
further reduced by performing the imaging operations in multiple limited 

time frames . By using such windows in multiple cardiac cycles to acquire 
segments of k-space , a full MRl image can be composed where all the lines in 
k-space were acquired at the same stage in the cardiac cycle. This window 

is periodically triggered using an Electro-CardioGram (ECG) QRS wave. 

Artefact introduced by the respiratory displacement of the heart is overcome 

either by breathhold acquisition or by using respiratory gating in the same 
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manner as EeG gating. Respiratory gating can be achieved using an MRl 

technique called a navigator echo, which excites a small band of tissue across 

the diaphragm. The signal from this band is used to measure the location 

of the diaphragm in order to correct for motion of the heart. All of the 

MRl sequences described in this thesis exploit the fast imaging techniques 

mentioned in this section. 

2.2 MRI Tagging 

In 1988 Zerhouni et at developed a technique to apply in vivo tag lines 

onto images of the heart (Figure 2.4). These tag lines deform with the 

myocardium allowing calculation of intramyocardial kinematic data. The 

kinematic imaging techniques used in this project are based on the effects 

of tagging on myocardial tissue. 

Figure 2.4: Example of tagged myocardium - short axis view. 

The tag lines are applied using a tagging kernel which is typically applied at 
the start of the cardiac cycle; thus all kinematic data is computed relative to 
the position of the tissue at end diastole. The kernel is followed by a typical 
cardiac imaging sequence applied at the desired imaging time, which must 
be before tag fading has occurred . This is governed by the T1 relaxation 

time. One of the earliest and most popular tagging kernels is the Spatial 
Modulation of Magnetization (SPAMM) kernel (Axel and Dougherty 1989). 
A 1-1 SPAMM sequence consists of a 900 rf pulse that flips some of the 

spins into the transverse plane, followed by a gradient field that modulates 
the phase of the excited spins in the tagging direction (perpendicular to tag 
planes). A 900 pulse is then applied to rotate the components of the trans
verse spin that lie in the zero phase direction back to the longitudinal axis, 
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thus QAH"'''JAUU,'.y modulating the 	 of the tissue. 

A sinusoidal 

reason order SPAMM with mag
nitudes varied in a binomial pattern and with applied between 

them are often used. Another popular kernel for contrast is 

the with Nutations for tailored Excitations 

Mosher and Smith (1990). 

One of the of is that the tag lines fade over the car

diac cycle due to T1 relaxation of the 

SPAMM sequence this has been addressed by a known as Comv';;;"HUt'"! 

plementary Spatial Modulation of (CSPAMM, Fischer et al 
1993). The involves obtaining two sets images, the 

first obtained in the same manner as above and the second with a U<:Oi:;"H,C;U. 

modulation pattern which suffers from the same tag resulting from 

Tl relaxation as the first. A subtraction of these two images doubles the 

amplitude variation the a substantial reduction in 

A novel"C;~lH11'i'lC;D kinematic measurements 

have evolved from MR vU}';,F,H'F, 

2.3 	 Displacement encoding with Stimulated LJ"--'J..I.U' 

- DENSE 

et al 
encodes tissue in the 

same manner as phase contrast velocity encoding encodes velocity onto 

the stimulated echo that results from the 1-1 SPAMM 
can be acquired at any time before the modulation 

gn~m2:atJIOn is lost due to Tl recovery of the 
in the 1-1 SPAMM kernel 

1111""191116 volume in the 
which, to is unwound a second encoding F,L",un.•H 

(unencoding) with a momentum that reverses the of phase 

accrual across the of this of gradients results 
in zero accrual for tissue that no between 

l1c:o,tlO,n 	 of the For tissues that moved between 
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of the gradients the resulting IS to displacement. 
The of the sequence is illustrated in 2.5. 

Read out 

Tag i=nt'tviilnrol 

As in PC 
such that 

2.5: DENSE sequence diagram. 

111CLL1\.1ll is encoded in the 

in DENSE HH(.",111", reference scan whose phase is subtracted 
This results in tissue with zero dis-

having a zero phase. 

coordinates x (x1, 

The transverse after C;WC,V\.Ulli", 

and transverse U><L"L.'", "WU 

in the Xl direction is 

M 
Mij(x, t) = 2 

(2.7) 

M 

+Mosin(a)(l -

Mo is the thermal 
librium value of .6.Xl is the tissue displacement 
that occurred in the Xl direction between the and 
and ke is the displacement moment per mm). 

The first term in 
a phase 

2.7 above describes the stimulated echo that has 
The other two terms are, 

echo and the Tl relaxation echo that 
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results from tag fading. The positions of these echoes in k-space and the 

effect of the unencoding gradient is demonstrated in Figure 2.6. These last 

two, artefact-generating echoes are suppressed to ensure that the stimulated 

echo only contributes to the image; this can be done using several different 
techniques. 

Unencoding 
Gradient----.. 

Figure 2.6: K-Space images demonstrating the DENSE sequence. A. Echoes 
after application of a 1-1 SPAMM tagging kernel. B. The echoes imaged after 
application of an unencoding gradient that effectively shifts the conjugate 
echo out of imaged k-space. 

The complex conjugate echo is most commonly suppressed by using a large 

encoding gradient that results in this echo being shifted out of the imaged 

k-space during the unencoding process as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. There 

are two primary techniques used to suppress the Tl echo: the first uses a 

CSPAMM subtraction that doubles the magnitudes of the stimulated echo 
and complex conjugate echo and removes the Tl echo in the same manner as 
in tagging (Kim et al 2004). The second technique uses dephasing through 
the image plane (Aletras et al 1999b), which results in the Tl echo being 

shifted out of the imaged k-space in the k3 direction (as only one k3 plane is 
imaged in a 2D acquisition). This is achieved by applying a second encoding 
gradient in the slice select direction at the same time as the encoding and 
unencoding gradients. The displacement encoding that this introduces in the 
through plane direction is removed by applying these same through plane 
encodings to the phase reference image. 

Another artefact-generating echo suppression technique that was proposed 
by Epstein and Gilson (2004) is called Cosine and Sine Modulation to Elim

inate (CANSEL). The technique performs two CSPAMM acquisitions, one 
with a cosine modulation and one with a sine modulation. Each CSPAMM 
acquisition inherently removes the Tl echo, but as the complex conjugate 
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echo is in the sine acquisition, addition of these two CSPAMM 
results in removal of the echo. 

VU"~",," DENSE is able to accurately measure 3D displacement with 
strain measurements would data 

for two consecutive encoded MID (SENC) measures 
plane strain 

2.4 Strain encoded MRI - SENe 

Strain encoded MRI to the""",-,"HO':> 

shown in 2.7. modulates the 
onto two image in this case along the k3 one above and one below 
the centre of Strain causes a in the tag resulting 

as 

data inin a shift of the "'-OUOA_" peaks. Conventional 2D 

the kl one value. In order to establish the 

location of these harmonic and hence the of the tag planes, 
UHUF>'~v must be for encodings. 
proposes a technique two at two different k3 

values are to estimate this peak. An estimate is formed a 
centre of mass estimate of the two encodings. This estimate suffers from a 
linear error that is corrected. Osman et al (2001) reported a linear .lHOVIJUll', 

between the estimate and the actual of v = 0.96u + 0.035 where 
v is the actual and u is the estimate. 

If one of these k3 is acquired at the same encoding as the "~6,6U"6 
was applied, the sequence is identical to DENSE and the 
the is a measure of displacement in the direc
tion. If the with a different from 

This means that the 

relative to one 

Ifx 
the 

t) + PH(X, t) + 
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Tag planes parallel 
to image plane 

Image modulated 
... onto two peaks 

along k3 axis 

Figure 2.7: The effects of tagging an image parallel to the image plane. On 
the left is the image space, a slice of myocardium showing the parallel tags. 
On the right , K-Space, showing how the image slice data is modulated onto 
two peaks along the k3 axis. 

where Po is the unmodulated signal that grows with T1 relaxation (tag fad
ing) and PH is the tag amplitude that correspondingly decays with time. 

The phase ¢ in the above expression gives rise to the frequency of the com
ponent of the tags in the image plane, which occurs if the tags tilt out of 
the image plane due to contraction, and v is the frequency of the tag planes 
perpendicular to the image plane. The signal along the X3 axis is dependent 
on the profile of the excited tissue g(X3)' If the through plane unencoding 
gradient is ke, the resultant image can be described as the integral over X3 

of the signal: 

(2.9) 

The above Fourier transform expands to: 

I(x, t ; k3) = po(x, t)G(k3) + PH(X, t)e- j ¢(x,t)G(k3 + v(x, t)) 

+PH(X, t)e+ j ¢(x,t)G(k3 - v(x, t)) (2.10) 

in which G is the Fourier transform of the slice profile g. Each of the three 
echoes is weighted by the unknown frequency slice profile G. Osman et at 
(2001) suggest a bell shape for G (Figure 2.8) although, in reality, it depends 
on the profile of the rf excitation pulse. 
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2.8: 

A 	 knowledge of the width of G is important in 

values to of g) 
UHJUO>lll>: 

is pro-
to the so that a thin slice results in 

a frequency As mentioned previously, SENC acquires two im

ages at different k3 Ideally these two should lie within the 
width G for one of the in order to ensure an accurate estimate for 
the centre of mass. This is demonstrated in 2.9 where the 
of all three echoes are displayed the axis. 

T1 Echo StimUlr echo 

~ 
I I 

SENe Aquisitions! " 

2.9: k3 
and the 

relies on the image intensity to estimate the 
frequency, it is that 

(SNR) are This can be achieved with a 
a read out field of view (RoFOV) that result in voxels and thus 
increased 

SENC thus allows strain to be measured to the plane 
without to be 
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2.5 Superquadratk glyphs 

Due to the fact that 3D strain has six L,VJCUlJ'VHtH'C" that are in a 
3 x 3 its visualization is very Ennis et at (2005) 

described a method to visualize tensor fields glyphs. A 

is a technique that uses an icon to express the three principal directions 
and of the respectively. 

orientation and describe the 
'''UhO'W in that particular direction. The glyph technique is 
able to distinguish isotropic and orthotropic tensors. 
Isotropic tensors have the same components in all rotated coordinate 
(i.e. all the are equal), isotropic tensors have the 
same components if rotated about a eigenvalues are 
and orthotropic tensors have three specific axes of nr,,·tpru,rl 

all the 

The shapes of range from discs and spheres to 
and The shape is determined the set 

(2.11) 

, Cp and Cs are mea.'3ures of the anisotropy between the three 
and sum to L The three are sorted in """,'-'HUU.'" 

> ).3. The of the functions are defined by: 

in which a and !3 determine the overall shape. This 
function can be aligned to the elg:enVe(:Lors 
eigenvalue; I highlights the differences between the eigenvalues by 
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the sharpness of the glyph edges, and is generally chosen to be between 3 

and 6. eand ¢ are local glyph coordinates in a spherical coordinate system 

The magnitude of the strain can be represented with a colour mapped to one 
eigenvalue. These shapes therefore express the 3D strain of the myocardium 

in a single image. An example of one of these superquadratic glyphs is 
shown in Figure 2.10, where El, E2 and E3 are the three principal strains. 
It demonstrates a transversely isotropic tensor where E2 and E3 are equal, 
and El is larger. The circular nature of the glyph in the E2-E3 plane 
demonstrate that E2 and E3 are equal and the square nature of the edges 
between El and the E2-E3 plane demonstrate that El is significantly larger 

than E2 and E3 (this is also visible in the fact that the glyph is longer in 

the El axis) . 

Figure 2.10: Example of transversely isotropic Glyph image, showing the 
directions of the three principal strains El , E2 and E3 
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Experimental apparatus and 
techniques 

This develops a to measure and calculate 3D 
dial strain and further 3D strain visualization tools. .l1H(l,I'.'On were 

using cine-DENSE and cine-SE"0IC MRI. A 
acquisitions. 

ulations were to to the functional 
accuracy of the method. These simulations are, however, described in a later 
section to aid the of this 

scanner and subjects 

The combined sequence was tested and 
on an Avanto 1.5 Tesla MRl scanner \'-.w~~U'~"" Medical '",,~arn 

located at the of (UVA, 
ginia, United States of 
with the Siemens 
(IDEA) that uses Microsoft Visual The A vanto scanner was run-

the VB 11 software 

A total of six volunteers were scanned at UVA. All subjects gave written in
formed consent in accordance with protocols the UCT and UVA 
human committees. None of the volunteers had any known 
cardiac to optimally tune the cine-SENC 

31 
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sequence were strain measurements were per
formed four volunteers. 

3.2 Sequence programming 

The cine-DENSE sequence by the (Kim et 
al 2004) was adapted as of this 

ments in order to "VllllJ'UCC; 

3.2.1 The sequence 

In this cine-DENSE was used to measure the two in compo

nents of displacement. Cine-DENSE achieves fast HH~E>'''AE> a seg:m€:ntt~d 

EPI readout trajectory over U'LUVll-'l<:O cardiac Displacement data for 

one encoding axis is measured in one breathhold, of a phase 

erence followed by a CSPAMM The pair serves to 

double the and suppress the Tl echo. 

Each of the three HH0,5'0.:> over multiple cardiac 
5 heart beats per "~E>E>H"E> kernel is applied at end diastole for 

the QRS wave of the ECG readout. 
can be achieved in any direction the encoding gradi

ent along either the phase vU\,VU'V. or slice select or a 
combination these. Due to short and the small rf 
excitation a scan with duration cardiac 
is at the start of each of the three acquisitions to achieve 
a steady state that serves to reduce EPI artefacts. This series of events is 
illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

After the V~E.,E>W'E> kernel a slice selective rf excitation pulse is 
"'UG5"U6 time. This is followed by an unj~nCOdll1g rrr",r;1<>n 

is opposite and equal to the 
trigger is followed by several rf excitations and their associated EPI readout 

that are used in the reconstruction of from rlii-ho,.,~nt cardiac 

The sequence is illustrated in 3.2. 
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1 Breathhold 

EGG 

I I I I I I I I I .:' I I I I I I I !: 

DummZc-

Scan rI Referance I I GS~A~M1 I I GSPAMM2 I 
..--J L...... 

o I I I I I I I I 
T.99;n9 Ph 1 Ph2· . . Ph N 
Kernel 

Figure 3.1: Cine-DENSE general sequence timing. 

Tagging EPI Read out 
Kernel segment 

EGG Trigger~ 
IIJ 

. It 

. . Excitation Pulse 
:/rt:~~~________ 

Figure 3.2: The cine-DENSE MRI sequence, where RO is the readout gra
dient , SS is the slice select gradient, and PE is the Phase encode gradient. 

3.2.2 Cine-DENSE sequence code structure 

The cine-DENSE sequence was programmed in C++ and compiled with the 
Siemens IDEA package, version VB11. Essential components of an IDEA 
sequence are jSEQInit, jSEQPrep, jSEQCheck, jSEQRun and jSEQRunK
ernel. jSEQInit initialises the sequence hard limits and the protocol in
terface. jSEQPrep prepares the components that are needed at run time. 

jSEQCheck checks the real time sequence for gradient overflows. jSEQRun 
and jSEQRunKernel execute the sequence and control its basic timing ele
ments. 
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are set in the sequence spe
editor to each of the sequence. The 

interface of this "1-"CvU:U card to the sequence is initialised in the global JSE-

function and parameter .....,'.,....F,....O are handled V.UVUJ;U a set of 
functions. 

The kernel is in the SBBLineTagDENSE class that 
is run the JSEQRunKernel where the sequence is per-

The excitation and are encapsulated in the 
class that is also run final """",no,,o 

This class controls the EP!ReadOut class that per
forms the actual rf signal and EPI traversal through 

This structure is summarised in the class relationship diagram in 
3.3. 

3.3: Cine-DENSE class structure 

sequence flow is controlled in the JSEQR'unK ernel where the 

a reference or encoded 


is to be acquired. In this struc

in the SBBLineTagDENSE kernel, 


between the two 90° rf Pulses. The uu,euvVU.LL'F. 

kerneL 

3.2.3 Modifications to achieve cine-SENe capability 

capability was added to the cine-DE~SE sequence. The new 
sequence was termed a cine-SENC-DENSE sequence. Four main areas re

modification. 

Firstly, the to choose between nDrt",..,.... a DENSE or 
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a SENC acquisition was added to the protocol editor interface and in the 

SENC case, interface variables were added to specify the sequence parame

ters and type of SENC scan to perform. The former was done by adding an 

extra selection to the DENSE scan mode drop down menu in the sequence 

special card of the protocol editor, allowing the user to choose between 

CSPAMM DENSE and SENC. In the latter a second dropdown selection 

box was added to enable the user to choose whether to perform a reference 

scan, no reference scan , or a conjugate scan (for which the unencoding gra

dient of the second SENC image is negated). Two double-type variable edit 

fields were added to specify the moment of the unencoding gradient and the 

step size, respectively. The step size refers to the increase in unencoding 

gradient strength between successive SENC images. The additions to the 

special card parameters are indicated with arrows in Figure 3.4. 

k- space trajectory Bottom Up SENe Step 0040 

FlyilackRO Slice Fobwlg 

FIowComp. Ene . Grad. 0 SF slice rnAIipIe pert: 300 

ScIll1Mode .:]1 Flip AAgIe Comp 

SENe type No Re(erancI.:J ESpert: 100 

r;xtffl) 0.205 .:.J Dfdrn..:J I Partial RO perc 100 

UnEncode 0.200 ~ eye/rn VIeW Sharing mICE 
I 

Roulln, ~~~~~ 

Figure 3.4: POET - changes to the sequence special card. 

Secondly, the SBBLineTagDENSE class was modified to enable a greater 

encoding gradient. The duration between the two tagging rf pulses was 

increased in order that a gradient moment of 0.4 cyc/mm could be achieved 
as described by Osman et al (2001). 

Thirdly, the global sequence running pattern was modified in the fSE

QRllnKernel to determine the sequence of images acquired, that is, a phase 
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reference (if followed either two or three encoded images. 

to 

step size increments for 

had been As with 

3.2.4 Tuning of the cine-SENe measurement 

and unencod

that affect the SNR 

and readout field of 
view (RoFOV). EPI parameters tuning also as certain combinations 

that gave rise to loss 

Phantom experiments were to the relationship be

tween ST and the slice profile. The phantom a plexi

for which the Tl and T2 arefilled with agarose 

similar to were slice thick
nesses of 8mm, Ilmm, 14mm and 

of 400mm was used. For this experiment the actual 

Four DV,-.DY·lTY1nnh" 

respectively. In all cases a 

but the range of resolution 
were important. The table below lists the 

hantom scans. 

36 

the nerlcodulg gradient in the slice select direction was 

SDt)Cltled in the 

successive UH~5'"" 
was implemented simultaneously with the slice select 

refocusing 

The 

size, and 

such as slice thickness 

Slice Encoding Maximum Unencoding 
Thickness (cyc/mm) resolution 

(cyc/mm) (cyc/mm) 
0.4 0.19 0.01 

11 0.2 0.135 0.265 0.005 
14 0.42 0.32 0.525 0.005 
16 0.2 0.115 0.260 0.005 

SNR in is less than SNR in the phantom. In order to relate SNR 
the values in human SNR was calcu

lated for a human volunteer and in a phantom using the identical encoding 
was measured the DENSE protocol with 

of O.lcycJmm. The reason for DENSE is that in 

This 

the myocardium through the plane for human data 
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results in intra voxel the SNR 
results as the wilL 

the between the width of the and 
ST is the for volunteer studies needed 
to be determined. This process was initiated using the moment 
suggested Osman et al of OAcyc/mm. The width of the frequency 
slice profile should cover double the range of change due 
to longitudinal strain in normal (15%). The following formula vvU.LU.LUBL 

was used to calculate the strain from images et al 2001): 

1 (3.1) 

in which W is the initial "'B'e-V'.H"',,

of modulation at the HH~IS"HIS time, and v is the 
of modulation at the time. The above expression 
frequency width of greater than 0.14cyc/mm (from first zero crossing to 
the next) for an encoding of The studies 
indicated that an 8mm slice thickness would the necessary 

Volunteer was an iterative process involving RoFOV, 
encoding and unencoding as well as EPI readout 
Five volunteers were scanned in this process. The parameters for each vol
unteer are listed in Table 3.2. Volunteer 1 was scanned both RoFOV 
of 360mm and 480mm. DENSE uses 360mm RoFOV whereas Osman et al 

used 480mm in their SENC sequence. The effect of the slice 
thickness was explored the scans on volunteer 2. For this volunteer 
the <011',,'''.1111 was reduced to to reduce the tr<>.nn,"nr'u 

contraction as the doubled slice thickness halves the 
profile. 

The third volunteer was scanned to the effects of EPI echo train 
length and on artefact EPI 
can result in significant attenuation. Different combinations of echo 
train length and segments were explored and the artefacts were 

For this volunteer the ST was also reduced to llmm so as to 
increase the 

The fourth volunteer wac;; scanned using an echo train of 1.5 with 15 
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0.2 16 
3 0.2 11 

4 0.2 11 0.2,0.24 480 
5 0.15 16 0.15, 0.185 480 

appropriate EPI param
frequency of O.2cyc/mm. 

RoFOV. The frequency was reduced to 0.15cyc/mm with unencod
ing at 0.15cyc/mm and 

3.2.5 Protocols 

The kinematic data to 3D strain were over a 16mm 
slice in five breathholds. The upper 8mm's 
two breathholds with cos CSPAMM one encoded in the 
direction and one in X2, where Xl and are mutually and lie 

the slice were >u;..",,,,,,.u 

in another two breath holds for 

data, consisting of a phase reference 
and two encoded images, were in the fifth and final breathhold. 
These planes are demonstrated in 3.5. 

The parameters used in the 
sitions are listed in tables 3.3 and 
rameters a voxel size 
size is 3.75 x 3.75 x 16mm. 

Image processing and computation of strain 

EPI configuration to further 

The was maximized for the last volunteer with a 16mm ST and 480mm 

within the rc.r,c."·t",,, 

the lower 8mm's of the slice. 

.... vu·"HJlF. algorithms were 
images prior to 

DICOM and raw data 

to both the cine-DENSE and cine
of both 

3 
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. : Parameters for cine-DENSE. 
Parameter Value 

Read out Field of View 360mm 
Percent Field of View Phase 75% 

window 800ms or less 
TR 22ms 

Bandwidth 800Hz 
EPI Factor 9 

18 
O.lcyc/mm 
15° 

Table 3.4: Parameters for 

Slice Thickness 
Acquisition window 

TR 
Bandwidth 

EPI Factor (train length) 

rf Excitation 
SEKC type 

Initial Unencoding 
SENC unencode step size 

800ms or less 
22ms 
800hz 
9 
18 

O.035cyc/mm 
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SENe plane 

Lower DENSE plane 

Higher DENSE plane 

Figure 3.5: Illustration of cine-DENSE and cine-SENC imaging planes in 
protocol. 

(CUI). All post processing was performed using MATLAB (The Mathworks 

Inc, Natick, MA, USA). 

3.3.1 The image processing and strain calculation GUI 

The image processing and strain calculation CUI (Main_CUI) controls all 
the post processing of the cine-DENSE and cine-SENC data and performs 

a number of important functions. The first function is to read the DICOM 
or raw data files into the CUI data structure. For the cine-DENSE images 
this was done using the DICOM cine-DENSE read functions provided in the 
CineDENSEAnalysis3D CUI written for the University of Cape Town and 

the University of Virginia. For the cine-SENC DICOM and raw data files , 
read functions were written that read in up to three different image groups 
scanned in one acquisition (typically phase reference, first SENC plane and 

second SENC plane). Phase correction of the cine-SENC data was performed 
at this stage by subtracting the phase of the phase reference, if acquired, 
from each of the encoded images. After the DICOM images have been 
loaded, a 2D cross-correlation between the first cine-DENSE data set and 
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all the other was "p'rfArm 

lAU'''''I''.'''O, since cross-correlation CC;"HU'<j 

images due to the low signal 

\,C;:>JlL.HJ:F; was 
with a bilinear interpolation between complex voxels toU'Y"I".HUV'LU 

a higher resolution cine-SENC 

The GUJ also allows the user to view the magnitude or phase data of any of 
the cine-DENSE or images via two drop-down selection 
boxes. It is to view all of the in order to ensure 
that they are correctly. 

The contour the myocardium and 
adjust these contours so that 
set of contours should fit all the different sets of 

of both and 

important when dealing with multiple data sets. 

The cine-DENSE and post-processing functions as well as the 
functions that perform the 3D intramyocardial strain calculation are called 
from the The features of the GUI are illustrated in Figure 3.6. 

3.3.2 Cine-DENSE 

Several procedures are performed on the complex '->Ul<:;-.L/L.ll 

HHa.!",""" for each encoding direction and The first two pro-
online by the scanner's YIR image reconstruction 

(MRIR) and involve subtraction of the to 
remove the T1 echo. This doubles the of the encoded 
data. Phase correction is achieved by subtracting the phase of the reference 

from the phase of the encoded image CSPAMM {V\'c..-<>,,,. 

The remainder of the post was np'rform offline on a stand alone 

the Matlab functions provided in '-''''<:;.>..... '''.''''''.''"''''''' For 
\...alLUJla.LJ'HF; 3D strain from cine-DENSE and cine-SENC data one fur-

was performed, this was and 

http:Ul<:;-.L/L.ll
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~un DENSE AnaIYSf' , iW": 

Cilculale SENe.. \o'f'clOIS I :'i+~ 

;r ......e .... CClrlfl r U!l,,~w{)j~eot•.. 

A_.~ ),Yf/~ 

~~ 
CIlk~S1IfrIn I M8fl1Q Ret! 
---:~i"'i --,~, 

S~N: ' r &mcdhhj .,....~:~ 

g,....,. r~l._ 

L-cr....,..,bQm~l~ 

Slider bars for 
image alignment 

. ............ -

-( ,,"lour fallo, 

"" C-F'""---'--~'" Dl"lIW c.tI'.QI., I 

Figure 3.6: Main_GUI interface for data processing. 

phase unwrapping. A guided flood-fill algorithm was used (Spottiswoode et 
al 2005a) that allows the calculation of absolute displacement of the myocar
dial tissue in each voxel. Typically this phase unwrapping is not essential in 

2D strain calculation, however as strain is to be calculated from two separate 

cine-DENSE image planes (higher and lower) this procedure was necessary 

to ensure that there is no displacement offset between the two planes. 

For motion trajectory based strain calculation, as described in later sections, 
the motion of the myocardium in the first cine frame was tracked through 
time using a weighted nearest neighbours interpolation of the displacement 

vectors in each frame. This yields for each frame a field of displacement 
vectors that originate at the starting points of the trajectories. Displacement 
vectors of successive frames are subtracted to obtain motion trajectories. 

Temporal fitting (Spottiswoode et al 2005b) was applied to the trajectories 
to reduce noise and produce Lagrangian equations of motion. These tasks 
were performed using the CineDENSEanalysis3D software tool for analysing 
cine-DENSE data. 

http:c.tI'.QI
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3.3.3 processing 

Each voxel at each time frame of the was 

tag The in and components of the 
vector were calculated using 
Matlab function was written to process '-'HJe",-,)La 

to calculate a vector the and orientation of its 

two or three unencoded 

In the case where images were 
the two with the greatest 
selected, on a voxel voxel 
if were acquired for two A centre of mass 
(COM) estimate was for the two identical voxels at un
<:OU\,VU1U)o!, frequencies using the following formula: 

in which PI P2 are the values of the voxels for vA",N~HA'" 
Wa and respectively. ,--,,,tUO,u 

that could be removed using 

v=a·u+b (3.3) 

with a and b equal to 1.0368 and -0.01392, 

achieved 

is the tag perpendicular to the imaging plane. 


a and b equal to 0.96 and 0.004, r",,,np,r>t 

The of which yields the in the 
U'-'''"I5'''-'5 plane, was computed from the 
between voxels in the SENC HUGO';" based on the principle that 

of the the 
fact that the uu'Ou'-'vu, ....F, 

placerneIlt mea-
between voxels was 

of a voxel, so that each combination 
in computing the gradient in the 

strain calculation. The in plane frequency at the time is then 
by 
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ke 
(3.4) 

the difference in X3 

is the voxel width and .6.x3 is 
voxels. 3.7 is 

a flow of the prClce:3SlIlg nort,'>rn"lt=>rl on the cine-SENC The 

a 
plane vectors are normal to the 
equal to the tag tr""'!l1<>n 

No 

P1 = img2(i) 
P2 = img3(i) 
Wa = uE2 
Wb", uE3 

and have 

Figure 3.7: Flow diagram of SENC post p[()CeSslng performed for each frame 
and voxel. 

3.3.4 Computation of 

This proposes a combination of cine-DENSE and vHJ,,,,-,,,).LJJ MRl 
to compute 3D strain. was used to measure through de
formation due to the fact that it is robust shifts between 

and MRI 
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breathholds and demonstrates low measurement noise. 2D cine-DENSE im
ages were acquired for two directions for two 

formulate the through plane shear 
strains. 

was calculated using four voxels adjacent to a selected voxel in both 
the and lower DENSE image as well as these same five adja
cent from the 3.8. The 
method reconstructs the inverse using 
ferent combinations of these voxels. In Figure 3.8 voxel C is the voxel 
which strain is to be calculated and Land R rPTWP"PTlt 

below, to the to the of 
(h) or lower image planes. The eight combinations 

Ch Cd, Cd ) [Lh Ch Cl], [AI Rl 
Cd, [Rl, Ch Cd, A value for is 

combinations which all the voxels fall 
within 	the myocardial contours. The strain calculation is then performed 

an average of all the inverse deformation 

3.8: Voxel neighbours used in combination and DENSE strain 
calculation. 

The inverse deformation gradient is calculated 

[ 	 (3.5) 

where ~is the partial derivative the displacement in direction Xi with 
J 

rocne,," to axis Terms with i = 1 or 2 are calculated directly from the 
DENSE data and the partial derivatives X3 in directions Xl 
and are calculated the SENe gradient of The final 
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term with i, j 3 is calculated using the in the 
as computed from 

Consider, for example, the calculation of Finv for the set of voxels 
Ch, Cd· The first step is the of three vectors 

from the centre of towards the centres of 
The calculation of these vectors at the imaging 

time is with each vector parallel to one of the axes Xl, or X3 , 

and with to the voxel and 
V Cl has a magnitude to the difference in slice 

between the and lower DENSE . The 

calculation of these vectors at the start of the cardiac Vkh 
and is performed using both DENSE and SENC data. The difference 

lacemlents between Ch and the "'C>"'''C>'''T, neighbouring 
DENSE me,a5Urerrlent;s, nrrlnll"p« the X I and 

components for each vector. 

The of these vectors are calculated the fre
quency vectors that describe the orientation and 
for each voxel. This is based on the knowledge of how a 
the deforms over the cardiac cycle. Consider each vector individ

if its head lies in a to the then the equation 
for that plane at the imaging time is given by: 

+CX3 d (3.6) 

In the above a, band c are the 
vector normal to the tag and scaled to unit time, 
and d represents the perpendicular distance of the from an origin 
centred at The value of d is by substituting the components 
of the vector V into Xl, X2 and X3. The equation for the through the 
same vector head and to the plane at the start of the cardiac 

is by: 

+C'X3 d' (3.7) 

in which a', b', and c' are the components of the un! t vector normal to the 
planes at the start of the cardiac In order to determine the distance 
of this from the origin at d' is computed 
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lSId' (3.8)dlS'T 

where S is the frequency vector of the tag at the time and 
S' is the plane vector at the start of the cardiac 

the equation for each vector (V~h' Vkh and Vb) at the 
start of the cardiac components of each can now be determined 
by solving known values for Xl and X2. 

is then calculated these three non-coplanar vectors as follows: 

(3.9) 

This process was n:'CI"""'""'" for each combination voxels that lie within 
manually defined boundaries and the mean Finv was The 
mean of was determined before matrix inversion so as to reduce the 
noise that would be propagated across the of F. 

The Lagrangian strain was then computed using 

= ~I) (3.10) 

and the Eulerian strain the average as follows: 

(3. 

The final calculation performed on these strain measures was to rotate them 
to the radial, circumferential and longitudinal (RCL) coordinate 
The rotation tensor was calculated such that the first dimension of the strain 
tensor rer:'re~>ents the radial strain and is 

~sin(B) 0 1 
cos(B) 0 (3.12) 

o 1 

Where B is the between the direction and the radial direction with 
the radial direction defined the vector the centroid of the surface 
enclosed by the ",n''''''Y'ri boundary to the position of the strain measure. 
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3.3.5 	 2D calculation cine-DENSE 
temporal trajectories 

Calculating strain 	 of tracked my
ocardium several aW~Cl.LlC"L" to the 2D data analysis process. 
These enhancements include the of one unit of my
ocardium over the cardiac the strain on a 
map of The second VCL1J'"0",,;:; is that strain can be calculated 
at any desired resolution as the equations of displacement can be 
evaluated at any desired time point before the last measurement. The tra
,,,,.H'Y·'''", can also be at any Uv,)U cou resolution, it 

be noted that for both a temporal resolution than the number 
of myocardial frames acquired and a spatial resolution greater than the pixel 
resolution no additional is added but more continuous 
data. The when strain in rlitF"r"nt 

is that the twists and contracts 
heart causing tissue to move into adjacent "v~'lJl'C;J.H.". 
solved by The are defined at the start of the 
cardiac and then tracked 

to calculate strain 
formation information 
A Matlab function was written to calculate 2D strain 
trajectories at any desired time point. Each strain calculation was associ
ated with a and thus centred about that The mask of 

used to calculate the strain contains five (C, R, 
an)?;ernerlt of are demonstrated in 

Vectors V A, V R, and V L are formed for the same point 
III C to A, R, Band L, Two of these vectors 
are illustrated in 3.9B and C before and after deformation. A 

is used to denote the same vector at a later time. The defor
mation F is calculated four times, using each of the four different 
combinations of non co-linear vectors ([VA, V R], [VB, V LJ and 
[VA, V £1). For 3.9B and 

F is 

{3.13} 
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BA 	 c 
_A 

L- C 	- -R 


-B 

X2L 

Xl 

Figure 3.9: A) Arrangement of trajectory starting points used in strain 
calculation. B) ----'-'1' of vectors trajectories at start of cardiac 

C) deformation. 

strain was from the average of all the deformation 
in this formation which fell within the contours, 

If the are for all three the accuracy 
of the deformation can be by calculating the deformed 
vectors in 3D. It should be however, that the vectors prior to defor
mation should be left as 2D vectors as the third dimension of these vectors 
will not aifect the calculation of the 2D strain, 

The above method for computing 2D strain is currently used by re
searchers at UCT and UVA. The effects of vectors rather than 
2D vectors were data where 3D had 
been calculated and plotting strain time curves of one 
for both 2D and 3D vectors. 

3.3.6 3D 
sets 

Although this technique from the effects of 
of 
with the combined DENSE SE?-JC As this method calculates the 
strain from 3D ,,,,..1'r,,',,,,<o it offers the same potential 

between breathholds, it was computed to allow ,",V,U,-,'CH 

mentioned based 2D strain calculation A 
function was written in Matlab to nfJlrTnrrn the strain calculation. Although 
the function evaluates the strain at a fixed temporal resolution, it could be 
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components of strain 

3. AND 

extended to evaluate strain at any chosen time point 

,",,,,,,,lV"" of motion. 

the two combinations of trajectories 

strain fields. The reason for this 

for each plane. 

50 

the rcrnn/,r<> 

A B 

A R 
~HigherDENSE (h)~ 
~Lower DENSE plane (I)~ 

Formation of trajectories used in 3D strain calculation. Each 
10rTnT'" starts in the centre of the voxels shown. A and B are two different 

formations used to calculate two strain fields. 


that from centres of the voxels shown in 


ure 3.10, vectors are created from C1 in scenario A or Ch in scenario B 

to the five voxels (Ch or Ct, A, R, B, and L). A 3D deformation 

is constructed combinations of non co-linear in vector 

as described previously with the added plane vector. 

The deformation is four times in each scenario and if a 

is not contained in the boundaries, the deformation 

talnm:g that trajectory was not computed. 

For -'''.... ,c.-' 

Vk and Vel post r1plCr.rlrTI 

the oe'[Orm2LtlC)ll for one group of in sce

nario B whose vectors are and V Cl at the start of the cardiac cycle 
and is calculated using: 

F = [V~ Vk Veil/[VA V cd 

The average deformation arCI(,l,DnT is used to calculate strain. 

quantification 

The error in the strain tensor can be into one of two areas, 

variability betwecn breathholds and noise in the kine
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matic measurements. The inter-breathhold error is predominantly due to 

variations in the volume of the lungs in different breathholds. 

3.4.1 	 Measurement of inter-breathhold myocardial position 
variability in a volunteer 

The first step in investigating the effects of inter-breathhold myocardial po

sition variability is to obtain a measure of the inter-breathhold myocardial 

misalignment in a healthy volunteer. In this exercise ten series of long axis 

gradient recalled echo cine-EPI images were acquired in ten separate breath

holds for a healthy volunteer. Five of these series were acquired in the two 

chamber long axis view and the other five with a four chamber long axis 

view. 

Matlab was used to analyze these images. The myocardium was contoured 

and the long axis labelled for the last image in each cine series. An example 

from each group of images and the contouring is shown in Figure 3.11. 

Figure 3.11: Long axis images to determine inter-breathhold myocardial 
posi tion variability. 

Four measurements were obtained from each of these images to demonstrate 
how the myocardium tilts, shifts in the long axis , and shifts in the mid
ventricular short axis. These are the angle of the long axis in the image, the 
separation of the furthest separated contours at the base, in the long axis 

direction, the same at the apex of the heart, and lastly the distance between 
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E~[ 
0.40 
0.05 

0.05 
-0.16 007]

0.03 F~[ 
1.335 
0.110 

-0.000 
0.828 

-0.018]
0.039 

0.07 0.03 -0.09 0.116 0.024 0.907 

E~[ 
0.51 
0.05 

0.05 
-0.17 

005]
0.03 F~[ 

1.414 
0.125 

-0.009 
0.817 

-0.0098] 
0.043 

0.05 0.03 -0.12 0.119 0.037 0.866 

[ 
0.42 

E= 0.01 
0.01 

0.01 
-0.13 

0.05 

001 ] 
0.05 

-0.12 [ 
1.354 

F= 0.068 
0.067 

-0.031 
0.854 
0.053 

-0.031 ] 
0.054 
0.865 

[ 
0.37 

E= 0.05 
0.03 

0.05 
-0.12 

0.05 

003]
0.05 

-0.11 
F~[ 

1.311 
0.095 
0.078 

-0.007 
0.870 
0.053 

-0.012] 
0.051 
0.880 

E~[ 
0.42 
0.06 

0.06 
-0.15 

008]
0.03 F~[ 

1.346 
0.121 

-0.004 
0.841 

0.031 ]
0.036 

0.08 0.03 -0.10 0.137 0.024 0.888 
(3.15) 

The inverse deformation gradients were calculated using matrix inversion . 
The first step was to recalculate what would be measured using DENSE and 
SENC if the image planes were shifted along the long axis and then tilted 
out of the R-C plane using expected values as measured for the healthy 
volunteer. As there are five breathholds, five sets of identical points repre
senting voxel positions at the imaging time were used to reconstruct each of 
the five measurements from each breathhold. The layout of these points in 
the RCL coordinate system is demonstrated in Figure 3.12. 

L • 

Bmm 

C 

o 

• R 

lmagePlane 

Figure 3.12: Separation of points at imaging time used in reconstruction. 

For each of the five sets, a normally distributed random displacement in 
the long axis was calculated using a standard deviation as measured in the 
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volunteer data. A tilt was added to the axis in order to tilt the 
in the R- and C-axis out of the plane with a distributed 
angle and a standard deviation as from the volunteer data. This 
tilt was in a direction randomly chosen between a and 21r with a 
linear distribution. It was assumed that the shift of the within 
the plane were corrected 2D correlation of the images so that 
no random displacement in the plane was accounted The first set 
of for the first breathhold, had no random or 
tilt added to as this data set is at the desired with the other 
data sets acquired with inaccuracy about it. 

These five sets of displaced were back to their at the 
of the cardiac cycle, the inverse deformation gradient, and 

the added random shifts and tilts were removed so as not to include them in 
the DENSE or SENC measurement. The DENSE measurement was simply 
the change in displacement in the R or C directions of the relevant points. 
The in plane SENC measure was recalculated using the 

~la,,"<:;l11<:;ll" between the central and the two 
and multiplied by the at O. 

was calculated as the change in separation 
by the frequency 

From the recalculated DENSE and measures the deformation 
was recalculated the method outlined for calculating strain 

a combination of both cine-DENSE and data. 

This model of was rpr,p"'rpti 5000 times for 

each of the 12 deformation The value of the strain tensor 
was scaled by the values 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 and 1] for every 
500 The aim of the strain tensor is to understand the 
effect of the strain magnitude on the error. For each calculation of strain, 
a measure of the strain error was subtracting it from the 
strain calculated from the deformation gradient. For each set of 500 

U"l.ll"Jl1':> a root mean square (RMS) error was calculated. 

This same model wa.') used to estimate the error or noise introduced into 
the calculation of a 3D strain tensor using 3D DENSE data. An extra 
set of was added to the model six sets of points) in order that 
six DENSE measurements could be determined to include the of 
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variability. The 3D strain tensor was recalculated in the 
above and the RMS error for each of 500 repetitions 

wa.s determined. 

3.4.3 
measurements 

strain error resulting noise the 

An estimate was obtained of the noise introduced into the strain tensor 
due to errors in the DENSE and SENC measurements in a similar way to 
the described to the effects of 

position variability. The aim of the simulation was to add 
OVT"::"....-O" noise to reconstructed measurement values and then recalculate 

the strain. The purpose of this is to obtain an estimate of the strain error 
the combination of and Mill. 

A measure of the error was necessary to ",,,"rt,,rrn 

such a simulation. A data set where two CSPAMM were per
formed in the same breathhold with the same 

at UVA for a volunteer. This data set was for 
both the and directions. The of one CSPAMM data 
set was subtracted from the of the other and the resultant was 
unwrapped the CineDenseAnalysis3D software. The displacement was 
calculated from this and a differential error was calculated for each 

with the as demonstrated in Figure where the 

3.13: Average differential 

displacement of C was subtracted from L and that of R from The av
erage a differential ~"C'I-'''''''-''-'HH~U" error. This was performed in the 
vue-v,",,,,,,,, direction for both the and X 2 data and the standard deviation 
for the differential of the wa.s calculated from the 
combination of the and calculations. The reason for computing the 
standard deviation of differential rather than that of 
ment is that the component of the error common to neighbouring 
removed. 
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The four points illustrated in 3.12 were the simula
tion using one of twelve inverse as calculated in the 

the 

section (3.4.2). DENSE and SENe measures were rt'-'r,nrTnl 

of these in a manner similar to that described 
Noise was first added to the through plane SENe measurement 

to its magnitude Gaussian distributed noise with a standard de
viation of 1.5% of the This value wa.q based on the 

RMS error et al (2001). distributed ran
dom noise was added to the in plane of the SENe vector using 
a standard deviation as calculated from the above differential 

by the voxel width. 
measurement for DENSE error and scaled from mm to 

the frequency and 
magnitude of error wa.c; based on the fact that the in plane component of the 

SENe vector is calculated from the V""'M.'F,v 

with the measure. 

56 

Before noise was added to the DENSE mea.qures, the 
of the three as used in the strain were 
first determined. Gaussian distributed random computed from the 
differential Olspl~Lcements was added to these values. The strain was then 
calculated the method described above. 

was "'I-'C;<:LCC;U 5000 times for each the 12 deformation 
gradients. The value of the strain tensor wa.q scaled by the values [0.1 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 and 1] for every 500 
in the recalculated strain tensor was calculated as the 
the strain tensor from the deformation and the 
recalculated strain tensor. An error was calculated for each group of 
500 simulations and from this the between the strain error and 

between 

the of the strain was 

the proportion of mea.c;ured noise as a result of the DENSE 
measures, this was with the standard deviation of all 
cine-DENSE noise set to O. 

3.5 Deformation 

the 
were implemented, three of them visualized 

and one visualized the deformation 
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The first technique is a simple colour map where individual components of 

the tensor are mapped to the colour of the pixel. Strains were mapped to 

the RCL coordinate system to ensure uniformity of the measure around the 
myocardium. 

The second technique visualized the strain by performing eigenvector de

composition on the strain tensor. Each eigenvalue is displayed on a separate 

colour map depicting the magnitude of each principal strain with the orien

tation of the corresponding eigenvector depicted by a 3D line vector across 

the location of strain on the colour map. The eigenvalues were sorted from 

most negative (first principal strain) to most positive (third principal strain). 

The last strain visualization technique mapped the strain tensor onto the 

shape, size and colour of a glyph. A superquadratic glyph convention 

proposed and outlined by Ennis et at (2005) was used. Essentially the 

anisotropy between the three eigenvalues are displayed using the glyphs 
roundness. The shapes are defined as explained in Section 2.5 with the 

glyphs displayed in the myocardial position where the strain was calculated. 

Each glyph was scaled along its axes by the corresponding principal strain 

values, and orientated in the respective eigenvector directions with the sur

face colour corresponding to the most negative principal strain. 

The deformation gradient visualization technique displays a cube deformed 

by the deformation gradient of interest. In this manner a field of deformation 

gradients can be visualised on different frames . 

All of the techniques were collated into a Matlab GUI that controls the 
generation of figures , what type of visualization technique is utilized, and 
which strain component is displayed on each. It also allows the user to select 
which cine frame to display. This GUI is shown in the figure below: 

Figure Contro 

Movi Maker 
c....OTtfoldet-I _1_ I 

~I """'.AYl 

Figure 3.14: Strain display GUl, Matlab. 
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Result 

4.1 Fine Tuning SENe 

The aim of the process was to find the SENC 

Hv'J'..%'''", gradients and slice thickness. This process involved 
investigating the relationships between slice the frequency profile 
of the slice, and the both and human data. 

4.1.1 phantom 

PHCLHvVlllThe was encoded at a frequency ke and unencoded at several 
different unencoding values about ke. Figure 4.1A is a plot of the 
magnitude as a function of the difference between the UU''''W~V,.ullF. !T1r«rilpn 

and ke for an 8mm slice for selected cine frames. As 
frame 18 has the lowest and shortest distance between its 
first two minima with a separation of O.llcyc/mm. 

4.1B is a plot of the profile for a slice thickness of llmm 
for the same cine frames. Frame 18 has the shortest distance 
between its first two minima that are O.095cyc/mm. 

4.1C shows the results for a 14mm slice thickness. The width between 
the two minima of frame 18 is reduced to O.06cyc/mm. 

Figure 4.1D demonstrates the profile for a 16mm slice thickness. 
The of the first two minima for frame 18 is now 
The smallest unencoding imaged in this 

58 
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A. Smm ST, Magnitude of slice profile 

B. 11 mm, Magnitude of slice profile 

D. 16mm. Magnitude of slice profile 

4.1: for slice with a slice thickness of 8mm (A), 
llmm (B), 14mm (C) and 16mm (D). The pixel is 
the difference between and value. Profiles are shown 

1, 	 9 and 18. Each was encoded at OAcyc/mm 
and (D) O.2cyc/mm. 
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4.1D), which demonstrates that there is no observable interference 
from the T1 echo at such a low 

Variations of the of the profile with cine include 
decreased magnitude for later cine shorter distances "",,,,,,',,,n the 
first two UUUHua, and wider side lobes. 

The difference between the observed in a phantom to my
ocardium was by both the and a volun
teer with the same DENSE encoding parameters. The was calculated 

SNR (4.1) 
O'noise 

in which O'noise is the standard deviation of the noise. In the 
phantom the SNR was found to be 27.4 to a value of 16.7 for the 

of the 

4.1.2 Human parameter optimization 

a phantom different outcomes are obtained to that when 
It was therefore necessary to several volunteers 

to understand the effects of different imaging arld select the set 
of that provide the most to demonstrate the 
SENe effect. Volunteers were listed in 
Table 3.2. 

4.2 shows for an 8mm slice encoded at for two 
different unencoding frequencies. Important observations are that these im
ages have low signal quality and demonstrate of the my
ocardium the 
that frame five the 
for an and is not visible. Similarly, the 

of the has completely by frame 12 for the se
ries unencoded at Figure 4.3 shows the results of 
the exact same with a readout FOV of 480mm. Although these 
images demonstrate a distinct improvement in the signal quality, still 
suffer from the same the encode direction. 
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Again and most importantly, the signal from has '-'VIH;.>I;;:; 

U'-'ll-nHhO~v. in a number of frames for both sets. 

was reduced to 0.2cyc/mm 
SNR. 4.4 shows the im

ages UC!!'-"'"" of 0.2cyc/mm and 
respectively. This series of images demonstrates an increase in image or 

quality but substantial of the still fade com
pletely for several frames. For in frames 11 and 12 there are 
nArni,nc of that do not appear in either set. 

attenuation due to of the 
myocardial This is serious for SENe 
11110,1"."111". where the magnitude of the is used to the 
data. Two volunteers were to find the optimal configuration of EPI 

An of 
cies of 0.2 and O.24cyc/mm were used. The two EPI that were 
varied were the echo train length (ETL) and the number of segments. Im
ages were obtained for the 
5(10), 18) and 
shown in with a white 
box around them. The one configuration which demonstrates robustness 
towards EPI artefact is the 9(9) 
number of v"'!',llHOHO", 

beats to 

of all demonstrate ~'M""'V 
nrC'QP"t in multiple frames. The 

!S1l\J,,".illlS but instead 

Thus if no reference will 
the best results. Since we would like to obtain the 

and a reference in a the 9(18) EPI 
ration was selected for this study. Typically, only the first few frames are 
affected by the ghosting artefact. 

After in 4.4 that of the myocardium ~~'''r'~V~'.J 
fade from the image, it was decided to reduce the gradient to 

Images of volunteer five are shown in Figure 4.6. In 
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Figure 4.2: Volunteer 1, encoded at O.4cyc/ mm with readout FOV = 360mm 
and slice thickness Smm. Image set A is unencoded at O.4cyc/mm and image 
set B is unencoded at O.47cyc/mm. 
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A 

B 

A 

A 

B 

Figure 4.3: Volunteer 1, encoded at O.4cyc/mm with readout FOV = 480mm 
and slice thickness 8mm. Image set A is un encoded at O.4cyc/mm and image 
set B is unencoded at 0.47cyc/mm. 
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A 

8 

A 

8 

A 

8 

A 

8 

Figure 4.4: Volunteer two. Encoded at O.2cyc/ mm and unencoded at 
O.2cyc/mm (set A) and O.235cyc/mm (set B), respectively. Readout FOV 
is 360mm, 16mm slice thickness. The cine frame is indicated for the first 
frame in each row . 
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9(9) 

7(14) 

Figure 4.5: Images acquired using EPI configurations with different echo 
train lengths and different numbers of segments. In the above images the 
ETL and segments are specified using the notation ETL(Segments). All 
of the above images were acquired for volunteer 3 except for the 15(15) 
acquisition of volunteer 4. The artefacts are highlighted with square white 
boxes. 
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this figure the EPI ghosts are present in frames 1, 2 and 3 but absent in 

later frames. 

A 

8 

A 

8 

A 

8 

Figure 4.6: Volunteer 5 with 0.15 cyc/mm encoding, and 0.15 cyc/mm (set . 
A) and 0.185 cyc/mm (set B) unencoding frequencies, respectively. Slice 
thickness is 16mm, readout FOV is 480mm, and ETL and segments are 9 
and 18, respectively. 

4.2 Image Processing and strain computation 

The image processing and strain computation was performed in Matlab on 
an AMD 2500 processor with 512MB of RAM. After the myocardium was 

segmented with contours that are satisfactory for all acquisitions (DENSE 
and SENC) , cine-DENSE processing was performed. This includes phase 
unwrapping and tracking and takes 77 seconds for a volunteer with 18 cine 
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The calculation of the SE~C vectors takes 2.5 seconds and the 

strain calculation a further 21.2 seconds. The temporal resolution of both 

cine-DENSE and cine-SENC is 44ms. 

4.2.1 Colour map strain visualization 

The normal and shear strains onto the circumferential and 

longitudinal axes are for volunteer Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 

4.9 the normal strains in the circumferential, radial, and longitudinal 

Figure Figure 4.11 and 4.12 the 
radial longitudinal, and circumferential longitudinal 

In 4.7 a number of distinct outliers occur where a 

blue these outliers, the strain is 

predominantly smooth. these outliers from the calculation, the 

mean strain for the end frame (8) is -0.17 with a standard deviation 

of 0.07. Circumferential is demonstrated the 

with a increase from zero strain to a maximum strain at end 

and then to a very but noisy strain at mid diastole. 

the noise levels increase as the cardiac progresses. 

In Figure 4.8, the radial strain, or radial thickening squared, is demon

strated. Non-uniform of strain are observed for frames 4 to 11 with 

some very little strain to strain in other ar
ea.s. There is no common transmural variation. Some have 
endocardial strain and others have strain. The increase in 

noise levels in this data is observed in the of the data. There 
are two very large outliers in the end frame (8) with strain values of 
107 and whereas the remainder of the strain values have 
magnitudes < 1 . Outliers depicting a radial strain than 0.8 were 
removed a mean end systolic strain of 0.32 and standard deviation 
of 0.19. 

In 4.9 the strain in the longitudinal axis the plane) 
is This strain mea.sure is very smooth with very few outliers and 

little visual noise. It should be noted that the range of the colour map has 
to a range of -0.25 to as strain through 

the plane is "'5.Lia,,, lower than the radial and circumferential normal 
strains. After outliers with strains than zero, the mean end 
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Figure 4.7: Colour map of circumferential strain for volunteer 3. White 
arrows indicate the septum and the numbers are the cine frame number. 
The scale is given at the bottom. 

Figure 4.8: Colour map of radial strain for each cine frame. A White arrow 
indicates the position of the septum. Frame numbers are given and a colour 
bar shows the colour mapping. 
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of 
the cardiac cycle can be observed 

with strains in frames 8 and 9. It should be noted that in 
the inferior wall (at the bottom right of the myocardium) the increase in 

strain is and starts after frame 8 while 
strain for other areas peaked at this frame. 

4.10 the circumferential radial shear strain that in 
frame 8. A negative, pattern (starting at the 
septum in a clockwise is the this pat
tern was observed in three of the four volunteers. The last few frames to 

18) exhibit a scatter of strain values with no clear regional A max
imum end systolic shear strain of +0.35 wa.s calculated (excluding outliers) 
with a minimum of -0.36 outliers). 

4.11 visualises the radial shear strain. The shear 
occurs in frame 8. Although of shear strain 

are these patterns are not the same throughout the cardiac 
or between volunteers. The maximum end shear strain was 0.32 
with a minimum of -0.2. For the volunteer data displayed 

shear strain than background noise levels persist into 

12 displays the circumferential shear strain and demon

strates regions of shear strain with one or two inconsistent 
positive regions. A peak end systolic shear strain of 0.08 (excluding 
outliers) and a minimum end systolic shear strain of -0.22 out-

were calculated. patters of shear strain can be observed for 
all frames. 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 list the mean and standard 
the normal strains at end 

for strain calculation were 
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Figure 4.9: Colour map depicting longitudinal strain for each cine frame. 
Frame numbers are given as well as a colour bar depicting the colour map 
used. 

Figure 4.10: Colour map of radial circumferential shear strain for each cine 
frame. A white arrow indicates the position of the septum. Frame numbers 
and a colour bar depicting the colour mapping are given. 
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Figure 4.11: A colour map display of the radial longitudinal shear strain for 
all cine frames. A white arrow indicates the position of the septum. The 
frame numbers and a colour bar depicting the colour mapping are shown. 

Figure 4.12: Colour map display of circumferential longitudinal shear strain 
for all cine frames. Cine frame numbers are specified and the position of 
the septum is indicated with a white arrow. A colour bar shows the colour 
mapping employed. 
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Table 4.2: Standard deviat ion of normal end systolic strain 
Volunteer 1 Volunteer 2 Volunteer 3 Volunteer 4 

Radial 
Circumferential 
Longitudinal 

0.20 
0.07 
0.03 

0.2 
0.06 
0.03 

0.19 
0.07 
0.03 

0.19 
0.06 
0.04 

4.2.2 Principal strain visualization 

The end systolic principal strains and directions, calculated from eigenvector 

and eigenvalue decomposition are depicted in figures Figure 4.13A, Figure 

4.13B, Figure 4.14A and Figure 4.14B for volunteers one, two, three and 

four, respectively. The magnitude of the principal strain is depicted on a 

colour map projected onto a 3D slice and its direction by a bar displayed 

above the colour map . The principal strains were sorted from most negative 

(first principal strain) to most positive (third principal strain). These slices 

are orientated such that the apex is above the displayed slice (slice viewed 
from apex). 

These maps demonstrate clearly the regional uniformity of the magnitude of 
the principal strain. The first principal strain has a distinct circumferential 

component with a longitudinal contribution. The images below are viewed 

from apex, looking towards the base, and the first principal strain vectors 
appear to predominantly be part of a anti-clockwise spiral from the apex 

to the base. The most non-uniform data is obtained for the third principal 

strain that is orientated within the image plane in a radial direction. 

The second principal strain is predominantly orientated in the longitudinal 
direction with a circumferential component and smaller magnitude than the 
first principal strain. This strain predominantly forms a clockwise spiral 
from the apex to the base (note the images are viewed from the apex). A 

few second principal strain vectors form part of the spiral predominant in 
the first principal strain, and where this occurs, the first principal strain 
forms part of the spiral predominant in the second. This tends to occur 

where the two principal strains have a similar magnitude. 

4.2.3 Visualization of the deformation with cubes 

The deformation gradient was visualised by mapping a cube (at end dias
tole) to its shape at the imaging time. Figure 4.15 depicts the myocardium 
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Figure 4.13: Magnitude and direction of the first, second and third principal 
strains for volunteer one (A) and two (B). The magnitudes of the principal 
strains are displayed on a colour map and the directions with a line segment. 
The position of the septum is indicated with a white arrow and a colour bar 
shows the colour mapping. 
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Figure 4.14: Magnitude and direction of the first, second and third principal 
strains for volunteer three (A) and four (B). The magnitudes of the principal 
strains are displayed on a colour map and the directions with a line segment. 
The position of the septum is indicated with a white arrow and a colour bar 
shows the colour mapping. 
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as fields of such deformed cubes for four cine frames as computed using 

data acquired at the imaging time. The cubes depict how the myocardium 

deforms in the three imaging axes. The change in length of each edge of 
a cubes frame depict the linear normal strains. The degree of distortion 

of a face from rectangular to non-rectangular yields a measure of the shear 

strain. In the end systolic frame (6) the cubes are seen to stretch in the 

radial direction and become thinner in the circumferential and longitudinal 

directions. When the in plane axes of the cube are not aligned with the ra

dial or circumferential directions its in plane face becomes diamond shaped. 

This demonstrates radial thickening and circumferential shortening. In the 

last cine frame the cubes have largely returned to their original shape. 

4.2.4 Glyph images of strains for healthy volunteers 

Glyph images were produced for each of the four volunteers. Glyphs are 

shown for frames 1, 5, 8 and 13 for volunteer 2 in Figure 4.16. In frame 
1 the glyph values are negligible, demonstrating small strain magnitudes. 

The strains peak at end systole (frame 8 for the series shown) and decrease 

again as the cardiac cycle proceeds into diastole. The mid diastolic frame 

(13) demonstrates significant fluctuation in glyph values, particularly in the 

radial direction. 

End systolic glyphs are shown for volunteer one, three and four in Figure 
4.17, Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, respectively. Fluctuations in the size of 

the glyphs, particularly in the radial direction , highlight inconsistencies in 
the calculated myocardial strain magnitudes . The shape of the glyphs in the 
circumferential longitudinal direction are generally rounded, demonstrating 
a degree of transverse isotropy between these axes, which is consistent with 
the circumferential longitudinal shear strain having a small magnitude. The 
magnitude of the first principal strain (most negative) is mapped to the 
glyph colour. It is evident that the radial normal strain is in general larger 
than the circumferential strain, since the components of the the glyphs in the 
radial direction are significantly larger than in the circumferential direction . 

4.2.5 Calculating 3D strain from DENSE trajectories 

Two adjacent sets of 3D motion trajectories calculated from cine-DENSE 
data were acquired with the two imaging planes separated by 2.8mm for 
volunteer one. The strain tensor at end systole mapped to the radial, cir
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./ 

Frame 4 

Figure 4.15: Cubes situated at pixel centres of the myocardium depict the 
deformation gradient at their location for volunteer 4. The three axes of 
the cube, at the start of the cardiac cycle, correspond to the three imaging 
axes and the axes of the deformat ion gradient. Frame 6 is acquired at end 
systole. 
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Figure 4.16: Glyph visualizations of strain for volunteer two. Glyphs are 
drawn for frames one, five, eight, and thirteen. The magnitude of the first 
principal strain is mapped onto the glyph colour and a white arrow indicates 
the position of the septum. 
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0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

o 

-0 .1 

-0.2 

Figure 4.17: End systolic glyph visualization for volunteer one. The colour 
depicts the first principal strain and a white arrow indicates the position of 
the septum. 

Figure 4.18: End systolic glyph visualization for volunteer three. The colour 
depicts the first principal strain and a white arrow indicates the position of 
the septum. 
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Figure 4.19: End systolic glyph visualization for volunteer four . The colour 
depicts the first principal strain and a white arrow indicates the position of 
the septum. 

cumferential and longitudinal coordinate system is demonstrated in a colour 

map in Figure 4.20 . The significant inaccuracy of the normal strain in the 

longitudinal direction is evident in bands of measured positive strain (red) 

in this measure as well as the presence of large (absolute value > 0.3) radial 
longitudinal shear strains. 

4.2.6 Calculating 2D strain from DENSE trajectories 

This Matlab function is able to calculate the strain for any pixel on frame 1 
at any specified time point between the first and last cine frames by using 
the DENSE trajectories. The circumferential and radial strains are demon

strated for 70% of the cardiac cycle in 10% increments in Figures 4.21 and 

4.22, respectively. From these images one can observe how the strain for a 
segment of myocardium , as defined in the first cine frame, varies throughout 

the cardiac cycle. The myocardial map is the same for all frames. 

Strains calculated using 3D motion trajectories were compared with those 
calculated from 2D motion trajectories. The purpose of this exercise was 

to demonstrate the resulting increase in magnitude of positive strains and 
reduction in magnitude of negative strains when using the 3D motion trajec

tories. To demonstrate this result strain time curves of the posterior free wall 
were plotted for the first and second principal strains (2D strain) computed 
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Figure 4.20: End systolic 3D strain calculated on volunteer one using two 
adjacent planes of 3D DENSE motion trajectories. R, C and L represents 
the normal strains in the radial, circumferential and longitudinal directions, 
RC the radial circumferential shear strain, RL the radial longitudinal shear 
strain and CL the circumferential longitudinal shear strain. 

0.3 

0.2 

o 

-0 .1 

-0.2 

-0.3 

Figure 4.21: 2D Lagrangian circumferential strain for volunteer one calcu
lated using 3D motion trajectories. Strain was measured at various times 
in the cardiac cycle and displayed on the myocardial map of the first cine 
frame (Lagrangian strain map). 
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Figure 4.22: 2D Lagrangian radial strain for volunteer one calculated using 
trajectories of 3D motion. Strain was measured at various times in the 
cardiac cycle and displayed on the myocardial map of the first cine frame 
(Lagrangian strain map). 

from both 2D and 3D motion trajectories. The reduction in magnitude for 

negative strains when using 3D motion trajectories is demonstrated in the 

plot of the first principal strains E1 in Figure 4.23. The principal strains 

are sorted from most negative to most positive. Figure 4.24 demonstrates 

the corresponding increase in magnitude for positive strains when using the 

full 3D motion trajectories. 

E1 Principal Strain 

c 
'ii 
~ 

o ~ 
-0.05 

-0.1 

-015 

-0.2 

% Imaged 

Figure 4.23: Strain time curves comparing computations based on 3D mo
tion trajectories to those from 2D motion trajectories for the first principal 
strain in the posterior free wall. 
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E2 Principal strain 

0.3 

0.25 
c: 0.2 'f! 
iii 0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

O~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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% Imaging 

Figure 4.24: Strain time curves comparing computations based on 3D mo
tion trajectories to those from 2D motion trajectories for the second principal 
strain in the posterior free wall. 

4.3 Error quantification simulations 

4.3.1 	 Measurements of inter-breathhold myocardial position 
variability for a healthy volunteer 

Five two chamber and five four chamber long axis cine series of images were 

acquired over multiple breathholds. Figure 4.25A and B show the contours 

for the final cine image of each breathhold for the four chamber and two 

chamber views respectively. 

In the four chamber view (Figure 4.25A), the maximum separation of the 
contours in the long axis direction at the base and apex is 3.4mm and 2.3mm 
respectively. The contours in this image group have a maximum midven
tricular separation of 3.4mm. The angle of the long axis to the horizontal 

axis for each image in the group is 51.45°, 50.98°, 51.22°, 48.58°, and 48.99°, 

respectively. 

The contours and measurements for all the images in the two chamber long 
axis group of images are shown in Figure 4.25B. The maximum separation 

of the contours at the base and apex is 3.7mm. The maximum separation of 

contours in the short axis plane is 2.7mm and the five angles of the long axis 
to the horizontal are 34.67°, 35.36°, 35.71° , 35.71 0, and 35.71°, respectively. 
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A B 

Figure 4.25: Contoured four chamber (A) and two chamber (B) long axis 
images showing the five overlapping contours for the final frames of each 
cine series. 

4.3.2 	 Simulation to explore strain error resulting from inter
breathhold myocardial position variability 

The results of the simulation provide an estimate of the error introduced 

into each individual component of the strain tensor as a result of variations 

in the position of the myocardium between breathholds. It follows from 
the results presented in the previous section that the standard deviation 

of the shift of the image plane in the long axis is 2mm and that the tilt 
of the image plane out of the short axis has standard deviation 1.50 The• 

error in each tensor component is dependent on the deformation . The errors 
are computed separately for each of the 12 strains used in the simulation. 

The error plotted is the root mean square (RMS) error computed for 500 
repetitions of the simulation with each of the 12 input strains, where the 

input strain is scaled from 10% to 100% (in 10% increments) for every 500 
repeti tions. 

In Figure 4.26 the strain error is plotted as a function of strain on a sep

arate graph for each component of the strain tensor that is aligned to the 
RCL coordinate system. Each line corresponds to a different input strain. 
The largest RMS errors occur in the radial longitudinal shear strain with 

maximum amplitude 1.5% strain. The next largest RMS errors are in the 
circumferential longitudinal (Eel) shear components with a maximum of 
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Figure 4.26: RMS errors plotted as a function of strain for the simulation to 
explore the effects of variability in the myocardial position between breath
holds. The error for each of the 12 input strain values is plotted on a separate 
line for each strain component in t he RCL system. Err is the radial normal 
strain, Ecc the circumferential, Ell the longitudinal, Erc the radial circum
ferential shear strain, Erl the radial longitudinal shear strain, and Eel is the 
circumferential longitudinal shear strain. 

0.82% strain . The RMS errors of the remaining components of the strain 
tensor are all negligible with values less than 0.5% strain. 

This simulation was repeated using 3D DENSE (DENSE encoded in 3 or
thogonal directions) to compute strains. The data are plotted in Figure 
4.27. The RlvIS error for longitudinal strain reaches a maximum of 4% 
strain. The shear strain components have the same RMS errors found in 
the previous simulation (maximum 1.5% for radial longitudinal, maximum 
0.82% for the circumferential longitudinal, and less than 0.5% for radial cir
cumferential shear strain). The radial and circumferential normal strains 
again have RMS errors of less than 0.5%. 
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Figure 4.27: RMS errors plotted as a function of strain to explore the effects 
of variability in the myocardial position between breathholds. 3D strain 
was calculated using 3D DENSE displacement. The error for each of the 12 
input strain values is plotted on a separate line for each strain component 
in the RCL system. 

4.3.3 	 Simulation to explore strain error resulting from kine
matic measurement noise 

The first step in calculating the error introduced in the 3D strain tensor due 
to measurement noise was to calculate the noise introduced into a CSPAMM 
cine-DENSE measurement. The intramyocardial differential displacement 
noise introduced into a CSPAMM cine-DENSE measure is plotted as a stan
dard deviation of noise as a function of the cine frame number in Figure 4.28. 

In this figure frame 15 corresponds to end systole with a noise standard de

viation of 0.23mm. 

This result was used in the simulation. In this simulation the RMS strain 
error for each 500 repetitions is plotted against strain magnitude and each 
component of the tensor was plotted on a separate scatter plot in Figure 

4.29 . The greatest error is introduced into the radial strain component with 
RMS errors of over 20% at a radial strain of 40%. The longitudinal normal 
strain has the least error introduced with a maximum error of less than 1.6% 

strain. The radial circumferential shear strain has RMS strain errors in the 
range of 6% to 10% and is the largest error for the shear strain components. 

0 
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Differentiat error in DENSE measure 
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Figure 4.28: Standard deviation of error for the average difference between 
the displacement of a voxel and that of its two neighbours in the encoding 
direction. 

The circumferential and longitudinal normal strains are plotted again in 

Figure 4.30 with adjusted axes limits to show that the magnitude of the 

strain error varies inversely with the magnitude of the strain. However, 
this is not the case in the positive (radial) strain where there is a direct 

relationship between the magnitude of the strain and the RMS error. 
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Figure 4.29: Scatter plots of RMS strain errors resulting from noise in 
DENSE and SENe measures. The RMS error is calculated for values rang
ing from 10% to 100%, in increments of 10%, for each of the 12 strains that 
were used in the simulation. 
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Figure 4.30: Ecc and Ell replotted with different axes limits. These graphs 
depict the simulated RMS error for these components of the strain tensor 
as a result of measurement error in the DENSE and SENC measurements 
and demonstrate the inverse relationship between negative strain magnitude 
and RMS error. 

The effects of SENC noise alone were explored by repeating the simulation 
but with all the cine-DENSE noise set to zero. The results are plotted in 
Figure 4.31. The RMS error of all the tensor components is significantly 
reduced, except for the longitudinal strain. Notably the radial RMS error is 
now in the range of 0.5% to 2% strain and the circumferential strain RMS 
error is below 1 %. The radial circumferential shear strain has an RMS error 
less than 1%. 
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Figure 4.31: Simulated RMS error due to kinematic noise from SENe mea
sures only. 
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Discussion and 
Recommendations 

As the simula tions provide insight into the results of strain calculation in 

the volunteers , the results of the simulations are discussed first . Following 

the discussion on the simulation are discussions on the kinematic measure
ment techniques, the cine-DENSE and cine-SENe 3D strain calculations 

and trajectory based strain calculations. The chapter concludes with gen

eral limitations and makes recommendations for the future. 

5.1 Simulations of strain computation 

Simulations were performed to investigate the accuracy of the strain calcu
lation technique . The two primary sources of error that were identified are 
inter-breathhold myocardial position variability and noise in the kinematic 

measurement. The simulations show that the error due to kinematic mea
surement noise is roughly five times larger than that due to variations in the 
position of the myocardium between breathholds for all components other 

than the longitudinal strain . 

The simulations exploring the effects of noise in the kinematic measurement 

indicated that all the components of the strain tensor, except longitudinal 
normal strain , have significant errors that at times are of the order of the 
expected strain magnitude (the shear components and the radial normal 
strain) . The longitudinal strain has an error less than l.6% RMS strain. 

By repeating the simulation wi th the expected cine-DENSE noise set to 

89 
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zero, cine-DENSE was identified as the predominant source of error for the 
radial and circumferential components of the normal strain and the radial 
circumferential shear strain. Cine-SENC was identified as the predominant 
source of error for the longitudinal shear components and longitudinal nor
mal strain. The longitudinal normal strain error is significantly less than 
that of the other components due to the fact that this measure predom
inantly arises from the SENC estimation of through plane tag frequency, 
which boast a very small R~ylS error (1.5%). This results from the fact 
that this measurement depends on the image magnitude rather than the 
stimulated echo phase. 

Interestingly, the simulation showed that the kinematic measurement error 
for negative strain is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the strain, 
and proportional to strain magnitude for positive strains. This results from 
Lagrangian strains being calculated from Eulerian data. Consider, for ex
ample, the simple formula for linear normal strain 

(5.1) 

-,-t -,-t

in which lo is a vector along the axis at the reference time and It is the 
same vector at the imaging time. For strains (E), calculated from Eulerian 

-,-t

data, the measured variable containing a measurement error is lo. The more 
-,-t

negative the strain the larger lo becomes, thus reducing the significance of 
the error~ The opposite is true for positive strains. Since the radial strain 
has the largest positive magnitude of all the strain components its associated 
RMS error is the largest and most significant. 

The kinematic simulation technique produces an over estimate of the in 
plane radial and circumferential strain errors. This results from these com
ponents of strain being calculated from one cine-DENSE measurement plane 
in the simulation, whereas these were computed from the average deforma
tion of two cine-DENSE imaging planes in the actual strain calculation. 
Furthermore, the error introduced into the deformation gradient for cine
DENSE is an over estimate as in the differential displacement error cal
culation the error is as a result of two CSPAMM measures whereas phase 
errors arise from the phase reference and a single CSPAMM in a typical 
cine-DENSE acquisition, where the phase reference is expected to have less 
phase noise due to its magnitude being significantly larger. 
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The error introduced into the through plane SENC measure is an under 

estimate as the technique reported by Osman et al (2001) was a single 
phase acquisition method. Increasing this expected error will affect the 
normal strain in the longitudinal direction. 

Errors arising from variations in the position of the myocardium between 

breathholds are lower than those resulting from noise in the kinematic mea

surements. Using DENSE alone to calculate a full 3D strain tensor yields the 

largest error for the longitudinal components as a result of respiratory mis
alignment. Combining DENSE and SENC reduces the error in the longitu

dinal normal strain but offers no improvement for longitudinal shear strains. 

It should be noted, however, that data for the variability in the myocardial 
position between breathholds was acquired for only a single volunteer, thus 

a comprehensive picture of myocardial motion between breathholds cannot 

be formulated. 

The simulation of strain calculated using 3D DENSE data shows significant 

errors for longitudinal tensor components. These result from the deforma

tion gradient components Fr,3, F 2,3 and F3,3 (the third column of F) being 
derived from the differences in displacement between voxels in two image 

planes that were measured in different breathholds. The errors are not only 
affected by the tilt of the image planes but also by the fact that the points 

used to measure the differences in displacement may not be separated by 
the expected amount, as the two image planes may have shifted closer to
gether or further apart due to variations in position between breathholds. 

This error is, however, limited by the large separation of the two DENSE 
measurement planes (8mm). A larger separation results in these errors be

. coming less significant as the difference in displacement increases. The same 

reasoning applies for the error in the longitudinal shear strains for the tech
nique that proposes a combination of DENSE and SENC MRl. In this case 
F1,3 and F2,3 are calculated using the difference in displacement between the 
higher and lower DENSE image planes. 

The simulations show that the magnitude of the error is proportional to the 
magnitude of the strain, which is different to the relationship for kinematic 
measurement errors. The simulation did not account for shifts of the my
ocardium within the image plane but assumed that these, if present, were 
corrected by some form of cross-correlation between the images. A cross
correlation would, however, only solve misalignment errors due to translation 
and not changes in the rotation or shape of the myocardium. These rota
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tions or changes in shape of the myocardium are not expected to be large 
enough to have a significant effect on the calculation of strain. 

The simulations performed demonstrate that the errors in the strain ten
sor depend on the particular myocardial deformation, as highlighted by the 
fact that different deformation gradients yield different RMS errors. The 12 
deformation gradients used are sufficient to explain the effects of the range 
of deformations expected in the heart. The simulations assumed that the 
imaging axes were the radial, circumferential and longitudinal axes, which 
they are not. For the actual imaging axes larger shear strains are expected 
as these axes are not generally aligned with the principal strain directions. 
Furthermore, the large radial strain will not typically be aligned to an imag
ing axis, resulting in a reduced magnitude of the positive strain in each axis 
and therefore also a reduction in the effects of its error. 

Since these simulations were not performed in the imaging coordinate sys
tem, they have only investigated the noise levels in the radial circumferential, 
radial longitudinal, and circumferential longitudinal shear strains, whereas 
the shear strains measured will be between the imaging axes. This is of par
ticular importance where the radial and circumferential axes do not line up 
with the imaging axes as larger shear strains will be measured between the 
imaging axes. These large shear strains can be observed in the plots of the 
deforming cubes as they become significantly diamond shaped within the 
image plane where these two coordinate systems do not line up. The most 
vulnerable shear strains are the small through plane shear strains that have 
magnitudes similar to those in the radial, circumferential and longitudinal 
coordinate system due to the fact that the longitudinal axis lines up with 
the through plane axis. The small magnitude of these shear strains in the 
imaging coordinate system is demonstrated in the plots of the deforming 
cubes that do not become significantly diamond shaped along these axes. 

5.2 Discussion of kinematic measurement techniques 

The two techniques that were used to perform kinematic measurements were 
strain- and displacement encoded MRI (SENC and DENSE, respectively). 
In this discussion I will focus on the strain encoded MRI technique as its 
sequence development and tuning was central to this thesis. Cine-SENC 
parameters were optimized using a phantom and human volunteer data. 
The frequency profiles of slices for different slice thicknesses were explored 
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using several different unencoding frequencies. These phantom experiments 
demonstrate that the width of the frequency profile is inversely proportional 
to the slice thickness, as would be expected from the Fourier transform 
relationship. 

The frequency profiles of the phantom are symmetric - a necessary require
ment for a centre of mass estimation. It was found that the shape of the 
frequency profile is different for different cine phases indicating that different 
SENe linear correction parameters are appropriate for different cine phases. 

For unencoding frequencies greater than O.115cyc/mm the contribution to 
the signal from the unmodulated Tl echo centred about kz 0 is zero. 
Therefore, no interference will be present for the unencoding frequency of 
O.15cyc/mm that was used in the SENe protocol. 

Volunteer imaging demonstrated that the myocardium fades from the image 
too fast for an encoding frequency of O.4cyc/mm to be realised. In order to 
reduce the rate at which the myocardium fades from the images, the width of 
the frequency profile could be increased or the encoding frequency reduced. 
However increasing the width of the frequency profile would reduce the slice 
thickness to a value less than 8mm, which impacts directly on the SNR 
of the images. A smaller encoding frequency was therefore preferred. The 
encoding frequency was reduced to O.15cyc/mm, for which a slice thickness 
of 16mm could be used. A tradeoff exists for SENe imaging betwcen a high 
encoding frequency and a large slice thickness as a high encoding frequency 
provides a higher sensitivity to strain while a large slice thickness affords an 
improvement in SNR but requires a lower encoding frequency. 

In all the images for which the EPI echo train length (ETL) was double the 
number of segments a significant myocardial ghost appears along the phase 
encode direction near the edge of the image. For lower encoding frequencies 
of O.15cyc/mm the ghosting usually only appeared in the first three cine 
frames. At higher encoding frequencies mUltiple ghosts appeared spread out 
along the phase encode direction. This ghosting may result from through 
through plane myocardial motion that could produce significant changes in 
the image, resulting in phase encode errors. 

Ghosting can cause a significant measurement error in SENe as it relies 
on changes in myocardial signal magnitude and ghosting effectively reduces 
regional myocardial signal. The EPI parameters that produce the fewest 
artefacts are an ETL of 9 with 9 segments. Since this configuration halves 
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the number of segments per heartbeat, the number of heartbeats required to 
generate the image is doubled. Therefore, only two images can be acquired in 
a single breathhold. One could choose to acquire two SENC encoded images 
in one breathhold without a phase reference image. Care should be taken, 
however, to double the repetition time (TR) from that used for the DENSE 
acquisitions that use a 9(18) EPI configuration in order to match the cine 
image timings. Alternatively the SENC measurement could be performed 
over two breathholds, each with a phase reference and one encoded image. 
For this project fewer breathholds were preferred and a phase reference 
image deemed necessary, whereas the presence of artefacts was not criticaL 
For these reasons a 9(18)ETL-segment combination was used. 

The protocol chosen for cine-SENC used an encoding frequency of 0.15cYc/mm 
and unencoding frequencies ofO.15cyc/mm and 0.185cyc/rilm. The primary 
reason for this encoding frequency was to enable a slice thickness of 16mm 
for optimal SNR. Although a slice thickness of 16mm is large, it is justi
fied in view of the fact that two adjacent 8mm planes of cine-DENSE are 
acquired. Volunteer scanning shows that this combination of slice thick
ness and encoding is appropriate as the myocardium dephases but does not 
completely disappear from the image when unencoded at a frequency of 
0.15cyc/mm. The value 0.185cyc/mm for the second unencoding frequency 
was based on the assumption that the Eulerian longitudinal strain is not 
expected to exceed 19%. Eulerian longitudinal strain is given by (Osman et 

al2001) 

w 
1 (5.2) 

where W is the encoding frequency, v is the through plane tag frequency 
at the imaging time, and w is the in plane component of tag frequency 
at the imaging time. A strain of 19% corresponds to a tag frequency of 
0.185cyc/mm. 

A larger readout FOV was used for cine-SENC than cine-DENSE in order to 
improve the SNR of the images due to larger voxel/pixel sizes. By perform
ing a bilinear interpolation the pixel sizes are artificially reduced to match 
those of the cine-DENSE data. It should be noted, however, that this does 
not improve the actual resolution of the data. At myocardial boundaries 
bilinear interpolation interpolates phase and magnitude data from both my
ocardial and non-myocardial signal which introduces errors. This problem 
can be limited by using conservative myocardial contours and ensuring that 
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cine-SENC voxels for which this would occur are not included in the my
ocardium. 

A limitation of the SENC method in computing the through plane frequency 
is that frequencies above and below the two unencoding values saturate the 
measurement. This can be overcome in a number of ways, firstly by reducing 
the encoding frequency such that the frequency shift is reduced, however 
this reduces the sensitivity of the measure. Another option is to reduce the 
slice thickness which will increase the width of the frequency profile and 
thus allow the separation of the two unencoding frequencies to be increased. 
This results in an increase in the range of measurable frequencies at the cost 
of SNR. Finally, an extra unencoding frequency could be measured that will 
effectively double the frequency range without any loss in sensitivity or SNR 
at the cost of scan time or the phase reference image. 

SENC estimates the through plane tagging frequency of myocardial tissue 
using a centre of mass estimate of the signal magnitude for two different 
unencoding frequencies. This centre of mass estimate requires a linear cor
rection. This linear correction factor depends on the frequency profile of the 
slice and is therefore variable as this profile changes. For the results shown 
the magnitude of the complex signal was used in the centre of mass estimate 
whereas Osman et at (2001) used the real component of the complex signal. 
The difference between the magnitude and the real component of the signal 
is shown in Figure 5.1. Since the real component assumes negative values 
a wider range of frequencies can be measured. Figure 5.2 shows that using 
the real component does not alter the shape and width of the complex fre
quency profile in successive cine frames but only reduces its amplitude as 
is also observed in the magnitude profile. One disadvantage of using the 
real component of the profile is that since the phase of the myocardium is 
continually changing due to displacement and inhomogeneities, the real and 
imaginary contributions to the frequency profile are continually changing 
and the profile may at times lie entirely in the imaginary domain. At posi
tions where the magnitude of the signal is low the phase quality of the image 
is also generally poor. As a result the magnitude of the signal rather than 
the real component was used to compute an estimate of the frequency peak. 

It is evident in Figure 5.1 that two positive side lobes occur beside each of 
the first two minima for the frequency profile of the signal magnitude, so 
that the signal for unencoding frequencies that lie outside the profile can 
still be positive (unless they are zero). For such unencoding frequencies 
the COM estimate will incorrectly be computed at a value in between the 
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Figure 5.1: Frequency profile for the magnitude and real component of the 
signal for an 8mm slice encoded at O.4cyc/mm. 
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Figure 5.2: Frequency profile for the real component of the signal for frames 
1, 9 and 18. . 
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two unencoding frequencies as opposed to simply saturating at the encoding 
frequency nearer the actual tissue frequency as would occur when the real 
profile is used. This is not a serious problem as large tag frequencies are not 
expected. 

The slice profile is clean and symmetric in the phantom, whereas in the 
myocardium this is not necessarily the case due to the fact that the imaging 
characteristics of the myocardium may change over the large 16mm slice. 
This will not affect the estimate of the through plane tag frequency that is 
based on the magnitude of the images. 

It is evident from the differential displacement measurements that the cine
DENSE phase measurements are very noisy. This is attributed to a number 
of different reasons, amongst them firstly, the differences in the imaging 
method and acquisition time for the phase reference image compared to the 
encoded images. The phase reference image is a normal SPAMM image with 
zero tag encoding so that its phase arises from all three echoes (stimulated, 
T1 and complex conjugate echoes). Secondly, the low signal strength of 
the stimulated echo that decreases exponentially over time, and increasing 
phase noise due to spin-spin dephasing. 

5.3 Strain calculation and display 

The colour maps of the three-dimensional intramyocardial Lagrangian strains 
demonstrate distinct patterns for normal (radial, circumferential and longi
tudinal) Lagrangian strain. The smoothness and uniformity of the strain cal
culation for the circumferential and longitudinal strains demonstrate good 
robustness against noise. The average end systolic circumferential strains 
found in all the volunteers are in good agreement with the results of Moore 
et al (2000) as all the average strain values lying within two standard devi
ations of the mean end systolic circumferential strain reported. The calcu
lated standard deviation of the circumferential strain (0.07 for volunteer 3) 
demonstrates that the noise levels are lower than the strain magnitude and 
lower than those predicted in the simulations. 

The average longitudinal strain is less than the reported value (p i 0.0017). 
The reported value is of the order of -0.16 with a standard deviation of the 
order of 0.03 between volunteers (Moore et al 2000) whereas the average 
longitudinal strain measured in this study is -0.09. This low longitudinal 
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strain is likely to be as a result of an inappropriate choice of SENC COM 
linear error correction parameters. One set of linear correction parameters 
were optimised for all cine frames. It is evident from the phantom frequency 
slice profiles that parameters should be chosen and optimised individually 
for each cine frame. 

The longitudinal strain is the least noisy measurement with each strain field 
demonstrating a standard deviation of 0.03 (except for volunteer 4 of 0.04) 
which is three times larger than the RMS error predicted by the kinematic 
measurement noise simulation. This is attributed to the kinematic noise in 
the SENC though plane frequency measure being under estimated. Despite 
this component of the tensor being the least noisy, it also has the smallest 
magnitude of the three normal strain components so that even this small 
noise contribution is significant. 

The standard deviation of the radial strain at end systole is large, half the 
magnitude of the average radial strain reported by Bogaert and Rademakers 
(2001). This is evident in colour maps of radial strain where regions of the 
myocardium exhibit no strain and other regions have radial strains so large 
(> 0.4) that the colour map is saturated. The simulations predicted large 
errors for the radial strain. The average end-systolic radial strains all lie 
within one standard deviation of the mean reported by Moore et al (2000), 
however, they lie at the lower end of this range. The calculated standard 
deviation of radial strain in each strain field of the four volunteers matches 
the Rl\,fS error demonstrated in the simulations (they both demonstrate 
measures in the order of 0.2 strain). 

The strain maps do not depict any distinct or circumferentially uniform 
transmural strain patterns as expected. This could be due to the fact that 
the myocardial contours were drawn particularly conservative in order to 
ensure that they contained only myocardium for all five acquisitions across 
breathholds. This applies to the two planes of cine-DENSE, where the lower 
DENSE plane that is closer to the apex will have a smaller radius and thus 
tighter contours. If these five sets of images are all contoured individu
ally, sub-pixel resolution contour matching can be performed to account for 
in plane myocardial rotations and small changes in the shape of the my
ocardium. Less conservative contouring could then be applied. 

In all four volunteers the longitudinal strain peaked two cine frames later in 
the posterior free wall (indicated with circles in Figure 5.3) than in the re
mainder of the myocardium and all other normal strain components (Figure 
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5.3). In volunteer four this delay occurred in a larger region and appeared 

as a general delay in the onset of longitudinal contraction for the affected 

region. No previously published data could be found that described this 

phenomenon, it could, however, be due to the nature of the motion in the 

myocardium. 

Figure 5.3: Longitudinal strain for frames 8 and 10 for volunteer 3. A circle 
highlights the area of delayed peak strain; the strain peaks for all segments 
except the highlighted region in frame 8. 

The radial circumferential and longitudinal shear strains display temporal 

and spatial patterns indicating that these strains are not governed by noise. 

As there was no obvious continuity or pattern observed for the longitudinal 

shear strains between volunteers, their accuracy and general behaviour could 

not be determined from these measures. 

The principal strain maps at end systole exhibit two characteristics for all 

volunteers. Firstly, the positive (third principal) strain is radially oriented 
within the image plane with average peak values in agreement with the 
findings of Moore et at (2000). Secondly, the first (most negative) principal 

strain spirals clockwise from the apex to the base when viewed from the base, 
as reported by Moore et at (2000) . At positions where the first and second 

principal strains have similar magnitude their directions may be swapped 
due to the fact that they are sorted by magnitude. The continuity of the 
principal strain directions can be used as a measure of shear strain accuracy 

(shears in the imaging coordinate system) 

The continuity, smoothness and expected patterns of the principal strains 
can be used to infer the accuracy of the complete strain tensor. The direc

tions of the principal strains are not perfectly continuous due to inaccuracies 

in the calculation of the shear strains. It was shown previously in the section 

describing the simulations that the noise is most significant for these small 
strains. The fact that the principal strain directions do, however, correspond 
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to predicted patterns lend credibility to the shear strain measurements. It 
should be noted that the principal strains are less noisy than the radial and 

circumferential strain components and display smoother, more continuous 

colour maps. 

The deforming cubes display in a single image the deformation gradient 

field. If a deformed cube is described by three orthogonal vectors joining 

its vertices, these vectors correspond to the three vectors of the deformation 

gradient so that one can observe directly how each imaging axis interacts 

with the other axes. Although this technique is essentially a glyph technique, 

it differs from the other techniques in that it is not aligned to the principal 

strain directions. As mentioned previously, the degree to which each of the 

three orthogonal faces deform to a diamond shape is an indication of the 

magnitude of the components of the shear strain. Shear strain is present 

when two vectors that were originally orthogonal (ie. aligned along the 

strain axes) deform in such a way that they are no longer orthogonal at the 

measurement time. When a face of the cube becomes diamond shaped two 

such axes are no longer orthogonal. 

The thinness of the cubes in the through plane direction provides a measure 

of the linear longitudinal normal strain. If the deforming cubes (that are 
aligned to the imaging coordinate system) are aligned with the radial and 

circumferential directions, the face of the cubes in the image plane will be

come rectangular due to stretching in the radial direction and contraction 

in the circumferential direction. However, when the cubes are not aligned 

with the radial and circumferential axes they will become diagonally thicker 
and thinner in the radial and circumferential directions, respectively. In 
view of this, it is preferable to align the axes of the cubes to the radial, cir

cumferential and longitudinal directions in order that the normal and shear 
strains can be clearly depicted. These cubes depict linear deformation (not 
squared as in the Lagrangian approach). An alternative approach is to de
form spheres using the deformation gradient since spheres are not influenced 
by a particular coordinate system and would stretch in the directions of prin
cipal stretch and contract in the principal directions of contraction. These 

techniques are able to display an uncluttered representation of the deforma
tion, with less obvious irregularities and discontinuities due to noise. The 
major drawback, however, of these methods is that the cubes (or spheres) 

initially have unit size and that the strain is depicted by the change in size 
of the cubes (or spheres). Thus it is not easy to gauge the strain magnitude 
using such a technique. 
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Superquadratic glyphs depict the relationships between the magnitudes of 

the principal strains by the sharpness of the corners between the principal 

strain directions. If two strain values have identical magnitudes (transversely 

isotropic) the shape becomes cont inuous (a circle) in the plane formed by 

these two principal strain directions. These features are clearly shown in 

the glyph images rendered. Due to the glyphs being scaled to the magni

tude of the principal strain, the subtleties of the glyph corners are, however, 

outweighed by the distinct differences in the glyph lengths along the direc
tions of principal strain. The third (most positive) principal strain tends to 

clutter the images by its large noisy magnitude, drawing attention to this 

component while disrupting the information depicted in the other two prin

cipal strains components. This visual clutter from the large magnitude of 

the positive radial strain can be reduced by converting the principal strains 

to linear strain values. This will have the effect of reducing the magnitude 

of the positive strain and increasing the magnitude of the negative strains, 

thus drawing less attention to the large and noisy positive (radially ori

ented) principal strain. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the effect of linearising the 

principal strain values. 

Figure 5.4: A. Glyph image of volunteer 3 without linear ising the principal 
strains. B. Glyph image with the principal strains linearised . 

The glyphs clearly depict the absence of strain at the start of the cardiac 
cycle (glyphs have practically no size) , the increase in strain through the 
onset of systole (glyphs grow), and the return to low strain at mid diastole 

(glyphs get smaller again). The scattering of variable sized glyphs in the 
final frames of the cardiac cycle indicates the presence of increased noise . 
The strain magnitude is directly related to the size of the glyph and the 

magnitude of the first principal strain is mapped onto the colour of the 
glyph. 
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5.4 Trajectory based calculation of 2D and 3D strain 

Two methods were presented to calculate strain using motion trajectories 
computed from cine-DENSE, one calculated 2D strain and the other 3D 

strain. The method presented for calculating 3D strain using cine-DENSE 

3D motion trajectories suffered significant error in the longitudinal normal 

strain component yielding positive rather than negative strains. An error in 

the longitudinal strain is expected due to the slice positions being shifted 

between breathholds. This results in the differential displacement data being 

calculated at erroneous plane separat ions. This slice separation (or position) 

error will have a larger effect on planes that have a small separation. For 

the data presented the separation between the imaging planes was 2.Smm. 

If the error in the separation of the planes is as large as 2mm (as observed 

in the long axis volunteer images) , it is easy to comprehend that this will 

have a dramatic effect on the calculated results. It should be noted that 

in the simulation a separation of Smm between planes was used resulting 

in the simulation having significantly less error due to myocardial position 

variability. Positive longitudinal strain could have resulted from the lower 

imaging plane being located above the higher imaging plane at the imaging 

time due to respiration. 

The calculation of Lagrangian strain from motion trajectories allows the 

strain to be calculated at any desired point in time so that an arbitrarily 

high temporal resolution is achievable. The underlying resolution is, how

ever, limited to the temporal resolution of the image. Lagrangian strain 

computed in this way can also be displayed on a Lagrangian myocardial 
map . The advantage of this display is the ability to view the temporal evo
lution of the deformation of each myocardial voxel on the first frame over 
the measurement duration. This was demonstrated in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. 

It is interesting to note that the radial strains computed in this way are 
smaller with the colour map having a reduced limit of 0.3. This could be due 

to a reduction in noise from temporal smoothing and due to the Lagrangian 
nature of the trajectories. In the non-trajectory based strain calculation 
noise has an exponential effect on positive strains due to the Eulerian nature 

~ 

of the measurement and its error. A small error causing lo to tend to zero, as 
may occur for positive strains, will result in positive strains increasing more 
than the reduction in positive strain caused by the same error magnitude 

~ 

causing lo to tend away from zero. Normal Lagrangian strain El in the 
~ 

direction of lo is given by: 
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--+
In Figure 5.5 the normal Lagrangian strain in the direction of lo is plotted 

as a function of the error in the differential displacement ITo'I. Negative 

errors tend to inflate the strain measurement more than positive errors will 

decrease the strain by. The error introduced in the Lagrangian strain from 

a Lagrangian measure (i.e. DENSE motion trajectories) is introduced into 
--+

the it component and will not have the same effect as it is not in the 

denominator of the above expression, thus for this radial strain the strain 

error will not be weighted by errors causing an increased strain. 

Differential displacement error verses calculated strain 
2.5 r----~--~~--~---__, 

2 
Strain as a resIt of error 

.§c 

1.5iii 
"0 
Cl> 
"iii 
"3 
"iii" Actual Strain
() 

0.5 

0 
0.4·0.4 -0.2 

Differential displacement error (pixels) 

Figure 5.5: Plot of strain verses differential displacement error demonstrat
ing the inflated effect on strain values resulting from negative errors. 

Lastly, 2D strains were calculated using the DENSE motion trajectories. 
Strain time curves for the first and second principal strains for one segment 
of the myocardium were calculated for both 2D and 3D motion trajectory 
data. The first (negative) principal strain displayed a reduced magnitude 

when calculated from true 3D deformation data than when it was calculated 
from simplified 2D data. The effect is reversed for the second (positive) prin
cipal strain , ie. magnitude is increased when calculated from true 3D data. 

The reason for this is that the through plane motion is assumed to be uni
form when the strain is calculated from 2D data. The third component of 

the vectors V' that are used in the formation of the deformation gradient F, 
are therefore assumed to be zero at the measurement time. This results in 
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an under estimate of the magnitude of VI. Stretch (positive strain, ie . sec
ond principal strains) will therefore be under estimated, whereas shortening 
(negative strain, ie. first principal strains) will be over estimated. 

5.5 	 General limitations and future recommenda
tions 

The first limitation of the proposed technique is that significant measure
ment noise is introduced as a result of both noise in the kinematic mea
surements and slice position variability between breathholds. The larger 
kinematic measurement noise arises particularly as a result of error intro

duced in the image phase. These errors increase over the cardiac cycle as the 
magnitude of the stimulated echo decreases. The slice position variability 

between breathholds has the most significant effect on the longitudinal shear 
strains, although the magnitude of this error has been reduced by separating 

the higher and lower DENSE imaging planes by 8mm. 

The second limitation to this technique is that the strain is imaged over 

a very large slice thickness of 16mm, which may disguise pathology that 
does not span the entire slice. This large measurement slice also reduces the 
definition of the myocardial boundaries so that sub-endocardial and sub
epicardial strains cannot be clearly defined. Since this 16mm slice is an 
average of all the strains experienced within it, important or distinguish
ing strain patterns may go unnoticed if the slice does not experience the 
same strain patterns through its entire depth . The third limitation to the 
technique is the time required to image the entire 3D strain. Five separate 
breathholds are needed for each slice. 

If this method was to be used to measure the full 3D strain tensor over 
the entire myocardium, only three extra breathholds will be required for 
each adjacent plane for which the strain will be computed. Essentially cine
DENSE data is acquired for a slice adjacent to either the lower or higher 
previous cine-DENSE imaging plane, with another cine-SENe acquisition 
spanning the new pair of adjacent planes, one being one of the previously 
imaged DENSE planes and the other the new adjacent slice. In this manner 
the adjacent planes of cine-DENSE data can be shared, thus reducing the 
total number of breathholds to image the entire myocardium from that if 
they were all imaged separately. 
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A possible way to address the problems associated with a 16mm measure
ment plane, the errors in the longitudinal shear strains, and the requirement 
of five breathholds to compute the 3D strain of one slice of the myocardium, 
is to acquire the cine-DENSE data for a single encoding direction for two 
adjacent slices either simultaneously or in the same breathhold. Reese et al 

(2002) proposed a method where they encoded two adjacent slices of my

ocardium in a single shot . Alternatively, this could be done by acquiring 
SPAMM cine-DENSE data for the two adjacent slices for encoding in a sin
gle direction which require only two phase reference and two encoded images 
(one for each slice) to be acquired in a single breathhold. If the temporal 
resolution of the method is reduced, it will be possible to accommodate 
this. By acquiring images for the two adjacent planes in this manner an 

8mm cine-DENSE slice separation is not needed and can be reduced as the 
images will be acquired at the same time with a known slice separation, the 
cine-SENC acquisition can be optimized to allow a slice thickness less than 
16mm. 

An alternative method of measuring the full 3D strain over multiple breath
holds is to use three non-coplanar cine-SENC measurements. If each cine

SENC acquisition was encoded in a direction offset by an angle from the 
normal to the imaging plane with in plane tag frequency components orien

tated at 0° , 120° and 240° in the imaging plane, the separation of multiple 
non-coplanar points can be understood and used in a strain measurement. 
Care should be taken to use encoding directions that have larger components 
through the image plane than in the image plane to minimize the intra voxel 
dephasing in the in plane directio!1. The method, however, would be sensi
tive to small errors in the measurement of tag plane orientation as there will 
not be a large angle between the three encoding directions, thus allowing 
small errors to have a large effect. Based on the errors of the CSPAMM 
cine-DENSE differential displacement measures, that have a higher accu
racy than SENC, the required accuracy may not be achievable from the 
phase measures. The advantage of using such a technique is that the full 
tensor can be imaged in three breathholds, and if the cine-SENC is opti
mized for the best SNR, slice thicknesses less than 16mm can be imaged. 
This method will also not suffer from the errors associated with myocardial 
position variability between breathholds. 
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Conclusion 

This project described a method to measure the complete 3D strain tensor 

field in a single slice of myocardium over the cardiac cycle using a combi

nation of cine-DENSE and cine-SENe measurement techniques. The de

velopment of a working strain encoded MRl sequence demonstrated its ef
fectiveness in overcoming the problem of myocardial miss alignment across 

multiple breathholds and in reducing the total number of breathholds re

quired as compared to what would be the case if such calculations were 

performed using DENSE alone. 

Through the use of simulations it has been shown that the dominant source 

of error in these strain measurements originate from noise in the myocardial 
kinematic measurements. The visualisation of intramyocardial strains mea
sured using this technique demonstrated consistent results in good agree
ment with expected measures. 

The colour map visualisation demonstrated the time dependent variation 
of the radial, circumferential, and longitudinal normal and shear strains 
measured. The principal strain visualisation technique demonstrated the 
principal magnitudes and directions of myocardial deformation while the 
superquadratic glyph visualisation convention demonstrated the ability to 
view the entire tensor field in a single image. The deformation gradient 

visualisation using deforming cubes clearly and simply demonstrated the 
type of deformation present. 

The calculation of strain from Lagrangian motion trajectories demonstrated 
the visualisation of strain on Lagrangian strain maps calculated at any de

sired time point over the imaged portion of the cardiac cycle. However, 3D 

106 
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strain calculated from these cine-DENSE based in two aOJiacfmt 

did not provide accurate through plane strain. 

In conclusion the ability to calculate strain tensor fields in a singe slice 
of has been demonstrated. 
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